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This report reflects the views of the assessment team, which relied on data and representations provided by Pfizer’s management, employees, and third parties, some of which the assessment team was not able to confirm independently. The assessment team did not investigate specific allegations regarding potential legal, regulatory, or policy violations, or audit Pfizer’s financial statements. The material in this report is intended for informational purposes only, and does not constitute investment advice, a recommendation, or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any securities or other financial investments to any person in any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation, purchase, or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction.
I. Executive Summary

In January 2023, Pfizer Inc. (“Pfizer” or “the company”) engaged Covington & Burling LLP (“Covington”) to assess the design and implementation of the company’s three-pillar strategy for promoting racial equity, diversity, and inclusion, and to identify additional opportunities for Pfizer to strengthen these efforts. Pfizer adopted its current strategy in 2021, following public attention to racial inequality in the United States in response to the murder of George Floyd and in recognition of stark racial disparities in the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. The 2021 strategy built upon many years of previous work within Pfizer to build and maintain an inclusive workplace culture, promote diversity and equal employment opportunity among its workforce, and support efforts to help address preexisting inequalities regarding healthcare access and social determinants of health. The 2021 strategy was organized into three pillars, reflecting Pfizer’s objectives to build a more inclusive colleague experience, advance equitable health outcomes, and transform society through external diversity, equity, and inclusion (“DEI”) partnerships.

For approximately one year, Covington worked closely with a team at Pfizer to understand the key efforts and initiatives of each pillar and identify areas for improvement. Covington concluded that Pfizer has achieved significant progress toward meeting the commitments made pursuant to each pillar. Covington also identified additional steps Pfizer could take to advance efforts to promote DEI within its workforce, help address health inequity, and better support the diverse communities it serves. These steps are summarized below.

DEI Governance. The assessment team reviewed Pfizer’s oversight and governance of its DEI efforts and interviewed Pfizer’s Global Chief DEI Officer (“CDO”) to learn about the company’s strategy for promoting racial equity, diversity, and inclusion. The assessment team concluded that the company has a well-functioning governance model involving senior leaders from numerous business or functional units within the company. Pfizer can further enhance its existing approach to DEI governance by expanding coordination of internal and external DEI efforts and considering further opportunities to promote accountability for continued progress in its health equity efforts.

Workforce. The assessment team examined Pfizer’s policies and practices impacting racial equity, diversity, and inclusion within its internal workforce. The assessment team concluded that the company has implemented robust equal employment opportunity policies and procedures, inclusive and equitable talent management initiatives, and practices that support equitable pay and comprehensive benefits for all employees. Opportunities exist to further align workplace policies to improve consistency, enhance the coordination of efforts to build a diverse and inclusive workforce, and utilize workforce data to more effectively measure progress made toward the company’s internal DEI goals.

Health Equity. The assessment team examined several aspects of Pfizer’s strategy to advance health equity, including promoting clinical trial diversity and inclusive research, developing and maintaining partnerships with community organizations, and supporting equitable access to patient products. The assessment team concluded that Pfizer has increased diversity in its clinical trials and made meaningful contributions to develop more inclusive clinical trials. Pfizer has supported inclusive research through its Institute of Translational Equitable Medicine (“ITEM”), which aims to gather and use data to better
understand the root causes of health inequities, and the Global Medical Grants ("GMG") program, which funds external research and educational initiatives. In addition, Pfizer has built long-term relationships with community organizations through its Multicultural Health Equity Collective ("the Collective") and the Pfizer Foundation’s Accelerating Health Equity Grants, both of which aim to address racial disparities in health outcomes.

Pfizer has also taken significant steps to broaden access to important treatments, including for COVID-19 and cancer. Moving forward, to strengthen its existing efforts, Pfizer could consider increasing coordination and collaboration between individuals working on health equity initiatives across the company. Pfizer has opportunities to improve diversity in clinical trials, including by enhancing its use of trial data and expanding its work with community-based organizations. Pfizer can also leverage the Collective and grant programming to facilitate greater connections among member organizations, grant recipients, and the company. Finally, Pfizer should continue to develop its efforts to provide patients with access to affordable medicines.

**External Engagement.** The assessment team evaluated Pfizer’s efforts to play a positive role in the communities it serves through its external engagements. The assessment team determined that Pfizer has broadened access to opportunities to contract with the company and increased its spending with minority-owned and women-owned suppliers in recent years. Pfizer has also encouraged its employees to contribute time and money to charitable organizations based on employees’ own interests and has a donation matching program in place for employees in the United States and Puerto Rico. In addition, Pfizer has identified opportunities to leverage its capital to invest in diverse financial institutions. Moving forward, Pfizer has opportunities to explore technological solutions to expand diverse supplier engagement and solicit feedback directly from suppliers on how to improve the company’s outreach efforts. Pfizer should also continue to consider enhancements to its philanthropy efforts and continued investment in minority-owned financial institutions.

**II. Introduction**

Founded in 1849 as “Charles Pfizer & Company” in Brooklyn, New York, Pfizer today is a research-based, global biopharmaceutical company with a mission to deliver medical “breakthroughs that change patients’ lives.” Pfizer produces a variety of medicines and vaccines, including medications for rheumatoid arthritis, cardiovascular disease, cancer treatments, and dermatological conditions, as well as a vaccine to protect against COVID-19, and an oral medication to treat mild-to-moderate COVID-19 in patients at high risk for
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progression to severe COVID-19. Pfizer is one of the largest biopharmaceutical companies in the world, with products sold in approximately 200 countries and territories, and medicines and vaccines used to treat millions of patients worldwide. Pfizer employs approximately 88,000 employees around the globe, with approximately 35,000 based in the United States. Further, “women compose approximately 52% of [Pfizer’s] global workforce, and approximately 39% of [Pfizer’s] U.S.-based employees are individuals with ethnically diverse backgrounds.” Pfizer employees work in a variety of functions, including Corporate Affairs; Legal; Compliance; Digital and Technology; Finance; People Experience; Global Supply; U.S. Commercial; International Commercial; Research and Development; and Oncology.

In early 2023, Pfizer engaged Covington & Burling LLP to assess Pfizer’s efforts to promote racial equity, diversity, and inclusion in the United States, both within Pfizer’s business and in the communities it serves. Over the course of a year, an assessment team led by former Attorney General Eric. H. Holder, Jr. worked closely with Pfizer’s Global DEI team and others at the company to learn about Pfizer’s three-pillar DEI strategy, assess its commitments to racial and health equity, and recommend steps where the company’s strategies or policies could be strengthened. This report contains the results of Covington’s assessment. The report begins with a description of the methodology the Covington team used to conduct the assessment. It then provides an overview of Pfizer’s DEI strategy and governance structure and related observations and considerations, followed by a summary of the main themes from Covington’s discussions with civil rights and advocacy organizations. The report next discusses each of the three pillars of Pfizer’s DEI strategy, including the pillar-specific objectives and related initiatives, and offers observations and considerations for each of these objectives.

### III. Methodology

Pfizer engaged Covington to conduct an objective assessment of the company’s commitments and efforts to promote racial equity, diversity, and inclusion and to develop recommendations for enhancing those efforts where warranted. The assessment team focused on Pfizer’s policies, programs, and initiatives in the United States related to its workforce, its business operations, and the communities the company serves. Specifically, the assessment team sought to answer four questions:

- **Commitments:** What internal and external commitments or efforts has Pfizer undertaken to promote racial equity, diversity, and inclusion with respect to its workforce, its patients, and the communities it serves?

- **Implementation:** What progress has Pfizer made toward those commitments, and has Pfizer encountered any barriers to implementation?
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• **Integration:** What steps has Pfizer taken to institutionalize the objectives underlying its racial equity, diversity, and inclusion commitments into its business?

• **Recommendations:** What additional steps could Pfizer take to fulfill its commitments to racial equity, diversity, and inclusion, make those commitments more effective, or help Pfizer become a more equitable and inclusive company, both for Pfizer’s workforce and the patients and communities Pfizer serves?

The assessment team reviewed information related to Pfizer’s DEI strategy and governance structure, Pfizer’s efforts to implement its DEI-related goals and evaluate progress towards them, and investment by Pfizer’s leadership in the company’s overall racial equity, diversity, and inclusion efforts. The assessment team’s work consisted of document and data review, interviews with company subject matter experts, and engagement with various external stakeholders.

Specifically, the assessment team:

• Reviewed publicly available information and documents provided by Pfizer, including: (i) key metrics and dashboards expressing Pfizer’s commitments to goals set under its global DEI strategy; (ii) corporate policies and procedures; (iii) summaries of employee survey results; (iv) internal reports and dashboards discussing Pfizer’s progress toward its goals; (v) summaries of Pfizer’s initiatives and partnerships with health organizations; and (vi) research-driven analyses of prevalent health disparities.

• Conducted interviews with dozens of individuals responsible for overseeing aspects of Pfizer’s DEI strategy. The assessment team spoke with internal subject matter experts regarding Pfizer’s approach to DEI governance and accountability; policies and practices related to equal employment opportunity, talent recruitment and acquisition, Enterprise Colleague Resource Groups (“ECRGs”), benefits, pay equity, workplace investigations, and professional development; clinical trial diversity; access to medicines; patient advocacy initiatives; efforts to increase supplier diversity programs and foster employees’ commitments to charitable organizations; and financial investments.

• Attended meetings with Pfizer’s DEI Board, which manages the implementation of Pfizer’s DEI strategy, and the annual DEI Summit, which provided Pfizer employees with updates on progress made toward achieving key DEI initiatives.

• Organized a roundtable conducted by former Attorney General Holder with civil rights organizations and community health groups for the purpose of obtaining their perspectives on Pfizer’s commitments to racial equity, including recommendations for enhancement, which are discussed more fully in the following sections of this report. After the roundtable, the assessment team held additional one-on-one conversations with several organizations that were unable to attend the roundtable.

• Conducted interviews with many member organizations that are part of Pfizer’s Multicultural Advisory Council (“PMAC”), which helps lead the work of the Collective, a group focused on helping to improve health equity across ethnic groups and other underrepresented communities facing significant health disparities.

• Conducted interviews with several organizations that received a grant through the Accelerating Health Equity Grant program, which the Pfizer Foundation launched in
2020 to support efforts to reduce health disparities and improve health outcomes in Black communities in the United States.

IV. Engagement with Civil Rights and Advocacy Organizations

Covington and Pfizer invited several civil rights organizations and community organizations to join a roundtable discussion led by former Attorney General Holder in May 2023 at Covington’s offices in Washington, D.C. Covington also held one-on-one discussions with several organizations that were invited but could not attend the May 2023 meeting. Those discussions took place between August and October 2023. The listening session and one-on-one discussions had several objectives, including: (i) providing an overview of Pfizer’s three-pillar DEI strategy; (ii) soliciting the perspectives of the attendee organizations regarding Pfizer’s DEI strategy and efforts to promote racial equity in the United States; and (iii) discussing suggestions participants had for additional steps Pfizer might take to fulfill and expand its DEI commitments.

Participants in the listening session and in additional one-on-one discussions with Covington provided feedback addressing the following primary themes:

- Corporate leadership has a critical role to play in DEI efforts, including by making the business case for DEI, and companies should implement incentives for executives to meet DEI goals, such as bonus compensation, for this purpose.

- Participants praised Pfizer for its development of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine and promotion of clinical trial diversity during the COVID-19 pandemic but stated that Pfizer and other pharmaceutical companies still have opportunities to commit to further promoting clinical trial diversity.

- Pfizer and other companies in the industry could strengthen efforts to support local health organizations, including through community partnerships, and build longer-term relationships with those organizations.

- Pfizer and other pharmaceutical companies should continue focusing on expanding supplier diversity efforts.

Participants also provided feedback on their experiences and observations with successful DEI and governance models. One participant encouraged Pfizer to consider simplifying its governance model to allow for individual business lines to implement their own strategies for promoting racial diversity. Several participants suggested that Pfizer consider ongoing engagement with external experts, such as through an advisory council, as a vehicle to further enhance the company’s engagement efforts. Some participants urged Pfizer to continue considering the elimination of a four-year degree requirement across all hiring practices, which Pfizer has done for open roles at certain grade levels.

V. DEI Governance and Strategy

A. Governance Structure

The Pfizer Board of Directors (“the Board”) oversees the company’s corporate strategy, including significant business and organizational initiatives, capital allocation priorities, and potential value-enhancing business development opportunities (including acquisitions, licenses,
and collaborations) intended to support Pfizer’s strategy. The Board is also engaged in and responsible for oversight of Pfizer’s Environmental, Social, and Governance (“ESG”) program, which includes the company’s DEI strategy. The Board’s Governance & Sustainability Committee primarily oversees Pfizer’s ESG strategy and human capital management policies and practices, and partners with the Compensation Committee to oversee Pfizer’s policies related to DEI, including pay equity, recruitment, retention, professional development, and succession planning. Senior leaders regularly provide updates on Pfizer’s ESG priorities—including DEI initiatives, key metrics, and future goals—to the Governance & Sustainability Committee. In addition, the Audit Committee receives briefings on company culture and risks associated with compliance concerns, workplace behavior, and harassment and retaliation.14

B. Pfizer’s DEI Strategy

Pfizer first developed a formal DEI strategy in 2005, hiring its first Chief Diversity Officer in 2008. Pfizer updated its approach to DEI in 2021, after the company hired a new CDO. The CDO worked with a group of company leaders—including members of the Executive Leadership Team (“ELT”) and Pfizer’s DEI Board—to evaluate Pfizer’s DEI strategy and identify areas for improvement. Following this review, the group determined that the company could do more to promote a culture of inclusion for underrepresented communities within its workforce and in the communities it serves, including by addressing the underrepresentation of racial and ethnic communities within the workforce, and supporting equitable health outcomes for patients by conducting inclusive research and removing barriers to access. The group also concluded that the company would benefit from a centralized governance structure to track and assess the impact of Pfizer’s DEI initiatives. To address these issues, the company updated its strategy in 2021 with the goal of establishing a comprehensive governance model that could more effectively integrate, track, and measure
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progress on DEI efforts across all of the company’s business or functional units. Pfizer’s 2021 DEI Strategy organized its new and existing DEI priorities and initiatives into three overarching pillars. Each pillar includes two or three key priorities, supported by key initiatives and related metrics for evaluating the company’s progress. The pillars are summarized below.

- **Pillar 1:** Building a more inclusive colleague experience. Pillar 1 priorities include increasing diversity across the company and fostering a sense of belonging by connecting colleagues.

- **Pillar 2:** Advancing equitable health outcomes. Pillar 2 priorities include conducting inclusive research, improving health outcomes by focusing resources on disease drivers that disproportionately impact underserved populations, and removing barriers to resources by increasing access and affordability for patients in historically underserved communities.

- **Pillar 3:** Transforming society through external partnerships. Pillar 3 priorities include enhancing work with diverse suppliers and business partners and contributing towards a more equitable society through partnerships with other organizations advancing health equity.

C. **Oversight of DEI at Pfizer**

Pfizer’s CDO is responsible for developing and implementing Pfizer’s DEI strategy across the company. The CDO is supported by a team of employees who focus exclusively on the enterprise DEI strategy, and employees with both business and DEI responsibilities who customize enterprise DEI efforts for business or functional units across Pfizer. Pfizer’s CDO reports to the Chief People Experience Officer, a member of the ELT, and communicates directly with Pfizer’s CEO monthly. The CDO also presents updates to the Board’s Governance & Sustainability Committee regarding progress against the company’s DEI strategy, as well as potential challenges or roadblocks and how to address them.

Pfizer established an internal, enterprise-wide DEI Board in 2021 to help manage the implementation of the DEI strategy. The DEI Board consists of pillar leads, DEI team leads, and other key stakeholders. Pillar leads are responsible for managing elements of the three pillars of Pfizer’s DEI strategy. Specifically, each pillar of the DEI strategy is led by one or more Pfizer executives with direct oversight over the departments responsible for the initiatives within that pillar. Pillar 1 is led by the CDO; Pillar 2 is led by five senior leaders, including the Chief Medical Officer, the Vice President ("VP") of Biopharma Operations, and the Senior VP of Global Health & Social Impact; and Pillar 3 is led by the VP of Source to Pay and the VP of Global Health Investment. Other key members of the Enterprise DEI Board include representatives from Pfizer’s ECRGs, Legal, and DEI Governance teams. The DEI Board meets twice per year to define priorities and outcome metrics for each pillar team, share progress against pillar-specific goals, and discuss any potential roadblocks. During both meetings, the pillar teams provide updates regarding their pillar-specific initiatives and seek
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input regarding how the team could more effectively advance Pfizer’s DEI goals. The CDO then reports on the DEI Board’s progress to the ELT.

The DEI Board works with the pillar teams and ECRGs to implement Pfizer’s DEI strategy. Individual pillar teams work with various business or functional units within the company to communicate DEI priorities and implement racial and health equity initiatives. The ECRGs work with Regional DEI Councils and Regional/Local Colleague Resource Groups (“CRGs”) to surface ideas, share location-specific priorities and activities, and translate the broader DEI vision into custom initiatives of local importance. In addition, as described below, Pfizer hosts an annual Summit to update workforce members on progress toward the company’s DEI goals.

Pfizer’s full ELT oversees the DEI Board. The ELT works with the DEI Board to develop high-level strategy and establish accountability mechanisms to drive progress. Beginning in 2022, Pfizer’s Executive Compensation program began linking short-term incentive bonuses in part to performance against an ESG scorecard that includes metrics related to the 2021 strategy, such as diverse representation at the VP+ level and Pfizer’s greenhouse gas emissions.\(^{22}\)

\(^{22}\) 2023 Proxy Statement at 42, 48.
VI. Pillar 1: Build a More Inclusive Colleague Experience

Before implementing a new DEI strategy in 2021, company leaders determined that Pfizer could strengthen internal efforts to promote a culture of inclusion and address the underrepresentation of diverse communities within the workforce, particularly in leadership roles. Therefore, Pillar 1 of Pfizer’s updated DEI strategy establishes a commitment to “improving diversity and fostering belonging for all colleagues across the talent lifecycle.” For Pfizer, this commitment focuses on the development of meaningful connections among employees, reducing barriers to equity in the workplace, and establishing a culture that celebrates everyone. Pfizer publicly stated that it embraces the goal of maintaining a “best-in-class organization that embeds diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) into [the] workplace” through defined standards, clear governance, and measurable outcomes.

The assessment team evaluated Pfizer’s efforts across four areas, including efforts to: (i) provide a safe and respectful workplace, including through related policies and procedures; (ii) strengthen inclusive hiring practices that promote diversity throughout the company; (iii) foster an inclusive and supportive work environment for all employees; and (iv) offer equitable and inclusive pay and benefits.

A. Workplace Policies, Procedures, and Trainings

1. EEO Policies and Trainings

Pfizer has implemented robust workplace policies and procedures that reinforce the company’s commitment to fostering a respectful and equitable working environment free of discrimination, harassment, and retaliation. The company primarily addresses these topics in its Code of Conduct, Equal Opportunity Policy (“the EEO Policy”) and its Discrimination, Harassment, and Retaliation Prevention Policy (“the Discrimination Policy”).

24 2021 ESG Report at 23.
25 Id.
Pfizer’s Code of Conduct, known as the “Blue Book,” establishes equity as a core company value.\textsuperscript{26} The Blue Book contains clear provisions that prohibit discrimination, harassment, and retaliation, and state Pfizer’s commitment to fostering a diverse, equitable, and inclusive workplace.\textsuperscript{27} The Blue Book contains references to relevant policies and reiterates Pfizer’s expectation that employees contribute to establishing a respectful, positive, and productive work environment.\textsuperscript{28} Pfizer sends the Blue Book to all new hires and asks them to certify that they have read and reviewed it within the first few days of employment. Employees must re-certify their awareness and understanding of the Blue Book every two years.

The EEO Policy contains a clear overview of Pfizer’s EEO commitments and describes the company’s prohibition on both harassment and other forms of disrespectful treatment. The Discrimination Policy includes clear definitions of discrimination, harassment, and retaliation and also reinforces the broad scope of conduct that Pfizer prohibits in the workplace, including harassment and other forms of disrespectful treatment. The EEO Policy does not refer to the Discrimination Policy, and the definitions of harassment, discrimination, and retaliation, as well as lists of protected characteristics, vary slightly between policies.

Employees must take annual anti-harassment and bi-annual Blue Book training. Managers receive a separate anti-harassment training that focuses on their responsibility to recognize and escalate potential policy violations. Pfizer also offers mandatory training on conscious inclusion and optional trainings on additional topics such as unconscious bias and allyship. Pfizer’s learning management system sends automatic reminders to employees if they have not yet completed a mandatory training. If an employee fails to take a training in the required timeframe, the employee’s manager receives a notification. If the employee still does not take the required training, the employee may face disciplinary action.

2. Reporting Misconduct

Pfizer’s Open Door Policy describes procedures that employees can use to report misconduct. Pfizer’s EEO Policy, Discrimination Policy, and Blue Book each contain provisions explaining how employees may report discrimination, harassment, retaliation, and related inappropriate conduct, and they all refer to the Open Door Policy for more information. The Open Door Policy itself does not contain any specific provision on reporting discrimination or harassment. The policies are largely consistent but contain some small variations, including slightly differing lists of reporting channels.

Pfizer’s Blue Book training includes modules on how employees can report complaints of discrimination, harassment, retaliation, or other inappropriate conduct. Pfizer requires managers to take the Duty to Act training, which informs them of their responsibilities to report complaints to the appropriate team at Pfizer for investigation and resolution.

Pfizer measures employees’ awareness of company reporting policies and their comfort levels in raising concerns through the annual Pulse survey. Pfizer uses the results to identify
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trends and tailor communications, training, and other efforts to encourage reporting. The 2023 results establish that the vast majority of survey participants agreed that they are aware of Pfizer’s Open Door Policy, they know how to report concerns, and they can report misconduct without fear of reprisal. Managers can review the aggregated survey results for their teams, and human resources leads, which Pfizer refers to as People Experience (“PX”) leads, can review the aggregated survey results for the business or functional unit that they oversee. Certain members of the PX team also can disaggregate the data to analyze the survey results by demographic characteristics. The Employee Relations (“ER”) team, which is responsible for reviewing and investigating workplace complaints, does not have access to the aggregated or disaggregated survey data related to employee awareness of reporting policies and procedures.

The ER team has recently taken several steps to expand employee awareness of Pfizer’s reporting policies and procedures. In 2021, Pfizer transitioned from its intranet site to a platform called Fuse. At that time, the ER team used Google optimization to promote ready access to its content. For example, when an employee uses search terms commonly associated with the ER process (e.g., “complaint” or “report”), the results bring the employee to the ER landing page, which includes information on reporting channels, the kinds of complaints the ER team investigates, the investigations process, and guidance for managers on how to report and address policy violations.

3. Responding to Misconduct

Pfizer follows a consistent process for responding to employee complaints. Pfizer’s ER team receives all workplace complaints in the first instance and determines which team the complaint should be routed to for further review. The ER team handles complaints involving discrimination, harassment, retaliation, or similar disrespectful conduct. The ER team also partners with the DEI team to address complaints regarding DEI programs or events. The ER team reviews all new complaints against the internal complaint database to understand any relevant history and assign the appropriate investigator, drawing on experience with the issue, prior knowledge of the complainant or subject, and current bandwidth to make that choice. After conducting interviews and reviewing relevant documents, the investigator will draft a report outlining the allegations and the facts learned from the investigation.

Investigators have access to enterprise-wide DEI training on topics such as unconscious bias. The ER team is not required to take investigator-specific training regarding how to address bias during the investigations process. Information on what to expect from the investigative process is available to employees on the Fuse site through FAQs and educational one-pagers. Pfizer’s policies, including the Open Door Policy, do not describe this process.

Following an investigation, the ER team proposes a disciplinary outcome, if warranted, which the team leaders of the employees involved must approve. The ER team meets weekly to discuss ongoing investigations in order to calibrate disciplinary actions and maintain consistency. The ER team also assesses any potential disciplinary action against its complaint database to confirm that the discipline aligns with similar substantiated complaints. Pfizer provides a reference guide to managers that describes the types of disciplinary outcomes that may result from misconduct, although the guidelines do not dictate the type of discipline that must be implemented for a particular substantiated complaint.

Pfizer does not maintain a formal process for employees to appeal the findings of an investigation or challenge disciplinary action. If an employee raises a concern regarding the resolution of an investigation, the ER team lead will review the complaint and findings to determine whether the investigator reached an appropriate outcome, implementing remediation as needed.

The ER team reminds employees who have participated in an investigation of Pfizer’s anti-retaliation policy during and after the completion of an investigation. Following an investigation, Pfizer does not formally solicit participant feedback on the complaint or investigations process. The ER investigator may periodically check in with the complainant on an ad-hoc basis to confirm that they have not experienced any retaliatory behaviors. Alternatively, the investigator may engage in a “purposeful handoff” with the PX team to conduct these periodic check-ins. For substantiated complaints, the ER investigator will contact the complainant’s manager to remind them of Pfizer’s anti-retaliation policy and provide them with guidance on how best to support the employee moving forward. For unsubstantiated complaints, the ER investigator may continue to work with the complainant informally to ensure that they feel comfortable in their role, which could include helping them transition to another team. Regardless of the outcome of an investigation, employees can also speak with the Office of the Ombuds—a neutral, confidential, and off-the-record resource—regarding any concerns that arise following an investigation. For example, the Office of the Ombuds offers voluntary “Facilitated Discussions” to assist employees who have participated in an investigation to come to an agreement regarding how they will work together professionally and respectfully moving forward.

4. Tracking Complaints and Investigations

The ER team tracks data on the number of complaints received, substantiated, and resulting in discipline. The ER team can disaggregate this data by business or functional unit and location. It does not currently disaggregate complaint-related data by racial or ethnic demographic information.

The ER team runs reports on complaint-related data on an ad-hoc basis. Recently, the ER team has run reports for the Board of Directors that provide various analyses of workplace reporting, including information reflecting the most commonly used channels for complaints, most frequent types of complaints reported, case dispositions, and disciplinary actions. The ER team has updated its data-reporting capabilities in order to run reports more regularly.
**Recommendations**

- As part of Pfizer’s regular process of reviewing and revising workplace policies, consider conducting a side-by-side policy review to further enhance consistency and ensure policies that may inform one another are clearly linked, for example, by referencing Pfizer’s policies on discrimination and harassment directly in the Open Door policy.

- Consider enhancements to the complaint reporting, investigation, and resolution process, such as ensuring investigators complete investigator-specific unconscious bias or other DEI-related training, instructing investigators to monitor for retaliation using a clearly defined and standardized process, or soliciting aggregated feedback from employees who participate in investigations regarding their experience with the process.

- Consider additional strategies for the use of data in support of workplace EEO commitments. For example, Pfizer could consider analyzing complaint-related data by demographic categories to identify and address trends.

---

**B. Inclusive Hiring Practices**

1. **Cultivating a Diverse and Inclusive Applicant Pool**

   Pfizer’s Candidate Experience team works with over 35 civil rights, community, and national affinity organizations to expand Pfizer’s talent pools and increase awareness within underrepresented communities of open roles at Pfizer in order to promote equal employment opportunity. Pfizer also uses Handshake—a third-party, online recruiting platform for higher education students and alumni—to connect directly with Historically Black Colleges and Universities (“HBCUs”) and Hispanic Serving Institutions (“HSIs”). To assess the efficacy of Pfizer’s current partnerships and programs, the company manually tracks and collects data on how applicants became aware of open positions. Through these partnerships, Pfizer completed more than 600 interviews at DEI-focused career fairs and added more than 3,000 candidates to its talent database in 2023.

   Pfizer seeks to strengthen its external partnerships with HBCUs and HSIs and plans to incorporate additional HBCUs and HSIs into its campus recruiting strategy moving forward. To centralize Pfizer’s outreach efforts, the Early Talent team is also in the process of assigning dedicated resources to manage existing and new relationships with HBCUs and HSIs because Pfizer’s various business or functional units do not currently have a standard practice for coordinating outreach initiatives.

   The Candidate Experience team provides guidance to hiring managers on how to write effective and inclusive job postings that minimize bias in the hiring process. Hiring managers are encouraged, but not required to, use the guidance. To further educate hiring managers on how to write inclusive job descriptions, Pfizer provides hiring managers with access to Blueprint, a tool that illustrates how changes to a job description can alter and expand the diversity of a candidate pool.
Pfizer regularly assesses opportunities to further strengthen inclusive language in job postings. For example, Pfizer recently modified its requisition template in Workday to remove language in job postings stating that an internal candidate has been identified for an open role. While this practice had been common in the past, the Candidate Experience team concluded that it significantly limited applicant pools.

2. **Diverse Candidate Slates and Interview Panels**

In 2022, Pfizer implemented mandatory requirements for including a diverse group of applicants on interview slates (the group of candidates being interviewed for open roles) and ensuring that applicants interview with a diverse panel of Pfizer interviewers for all U.S. job requisitions. Pfizer considers a candidate slate or interview panel to be diverse if it includes at least one ethnically diverse individual and at least two genders are represented. This requirement cannot be fulfilled by the same person.

Before making a selection decision, hiring managers must complete a survey confirming whether the candidate slate and interview panel diversity requirements have been met, based on aggregated, voluntarily disclosed demographic data. An offer cannot be generated until the hiring manager completes the survey and the recruiter reviews the survey responses for compliance. If the hiring manager indicates that either the interview panel or the candidate slate did not comply with the requirement, they must provide a reason and context for why this occurred. The recruiter may work with the PX team to determine whether an exception can be applied for the noncompliance or if the hiring team needs to identify additional candidates and conduct more interviews. Candidates are not removed from a slate to meet requirements, only added. Recruiters do not independently verify hiring managers’ responses, though Pfizer tracks completion of the survey. Most workforce members comply with the survey, but results indicate that some offers are extended without full completion of the survey or review by a Pfizer recruiter.

3. **Interviews and Evaluation**

In addition to establishing diverse candidate slates and interview panels, Pfizer asks hiring managers to generate a list of standardized interview questions to share with the rest of the interview panel and ask during each interview to minimize bias. No mechanism is in place to ensure hiring managers follow these guidelines. The Candidate Experience team also encourages interview panels to assess each candidate using Pfizer’s Candidate Evaluation Tool. The Candidate Evaluation Tool enables the interview panel to agree on a standardized list of evaluation criteria—such as the company’s values, the key experience needed for the role, and job-specific required skills—before interviewing and assessing candidates to focus the evaluation on objective criteria. The Candidate Experience team provides interview panels with guidance on how to use the Candidate Evaluation Tool to facilitate a fair and equitable selection process. Following each interview, the hiring manager holds a debrief conversation with the panel to discuss the candidate and align on feedback to provide to the recruiter.

4. **Resources for Hiring Managers and Recruiters**

Pfizer provides DEI-related training to both recruiters and hiring managers. Training for recruiters includes modules that cover recruiters’ specific DEI-related responsibilities during the hiring process, such as tracking the aggregate diversity of the candidate pool and assisting the hiring manager in identifying a diverse interview panel. Pfizer also offers a Hiring Manager Toolkit, available on Pfizer’s intranet and accessible to all managers. The Toolkit houses all
support materials related to a hiring manager’s role in Pfizer’s recruitment and hiring process, including how they can reinforce inclusive hiring practices and promote diversity and equity in recruitment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Continue advancing efforts to expand Pfizer’s talent pool. For example, Pfizer should consider enhancing coordination of efforts to manage existing and new relationships with HBCUs and HSIs and equip those overseeing such efforts with the support needed to promote progress on the company’s goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Explore whether Pfizer can strengthen accountability measures to enhance and build upon adoption of Pfizer’s diverse candidate slate and interview panel requirements among hiring teams, such as including an additional verification step for recruiters to certify compliance and enhancing tracking capabilities to understand any trends in non-compliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consider additional strategies for encouraging hiring managers to use the Blueprint tool, standardized interview questions, and the Candidate Evaluation Tool where appropriate throughout the hiring process to reinforce objective candidate assessment and mitigate the potential for bias.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Fostering an Inclusive Work Environment for All Employees

1. Professional Development

Pfizer launched its Global Growth and Talent strategy in 2021, which aims to strengthen employee engagement, productivity, and overall job satisfaction by providing employees with opportunities for learning, skill-building, and growth. Pfizer is committed to promoting inclusivity and equitable access to professional development across its workforce by implementing common language around growth and supporting employee exploration in all parts of the business. In 2021, Pfizer began shifting from a traditional, linear view of career growth to a “zig-zag” model—or “a fluid process that promotes incremental in-role growth or mobility along horizontal, vertical, or diagonal individualized pathways.” As part of promoting zig-zag career growth, Pfizer provides employees with the opportunity to participate in Growth Gigs, which are part-time or temporary secondment opportunities to learn about and develop skills in another functional area within Pfizer’s business. Pfizer also promotes diagonal career moves by encouraging employees to pursue new roles in different job functions to gain a more holistic understanding of the company and by providing growth opportunities to a broad range of employees.

Pfizer offers a variety of career and professional development programs and trainings to promote inclusive growth. The Connected Leaders Academy, a program offered through the

DEI team’s partnership with McKinsey & Company, provides a variety of professional development programs for employees at different levels of the company. Employees are nominated to participate, and the course materials educate participants on core business principles, effective leadership styles, and how to drive transformational change within organizations. Pfizer’s Elevating Development, Growth, and Experiences (“EDGE”) program teaches participants how to promote a culture of innovation and equity within the company. Pfizer leaders nominate employees who have expressed interest in EDGE to the PX and Learning and Development (“L&D”) teams, which then select participants for each program. The PX and L&D teams use a data-driven tool to monitor participant enrollment in EDGE programs and confirm that there is equitable participation across all demographic groups. To expand EDGE’s reach across the workforce, the PX and L&D teams intentionally select employees who have not previously had the opportunity to participate in a leadership development program. Since its inception in 2022, nearly 400 employees have participated in EDGE globally. Pfizer’s practice of monitoring and analyzing equitable participation in the EDGE program is not consistently replicated in all other training programs.

In recent years, Pfizer has focused on leveraging technology to democratize learning and growth opportunities for employees across all demographic groups and skill sets. For example, in 2022, Pfizer launched the Growth Universe, which is a centralized electronic hub for employees to access a wide range of growth resources, expand their skill sets, and connect with employees across departments and office locations. The Growth Universe allows employees to engage with each other by posting their own personal and professional development stories, sharing information about Pfizer’s ECRGs, and participating in peer-to-peer coaching and mentoring. Further, Pfizer integrated its job search platform—PfizerJobs—into the Growth Universe to make it easier for employees to search and apply to new roles within the company. Similarly, Pfizer established the Pfizer Learning Academy in 2022 to provide online access to personalized learning materials for all employees. The Pfizer Learning Academy offers articles, videos, podcasts, and toolkits that address a variety of topics, from leadership and cultural awareness to skills for specialized business functions. To inform future learning and training offerings, the L&D team monitors usage of these platforms by measuring clicks. Pfizer does not monitor employee utilization by demographic group. Moving forward, the L&D team is exploring a variety of new technology solutions to further scale Pfizer’s learning offerings to reach more employees across the workforce.

2. Enterprise Colleague Resource Groups

Pfizer’s ECRGs are an important component of the company’s efforts to promote an inclusive work environment. Pfizer currently supports nine ECRGs: Global Asian Alliance, Global Black Community, Disability, Pfizer Latino Community, Out Pfizer Employee Network, Veterans in Pfizer, Pfizer Women’s Resource Group, Middle Eastern & North African Resource Alliance, and Global Indigenous Community. Each ECRG acts as a parent organization that sets goals, programming, and strategy that is carried out by more than 100 on-site CRG chapters, which translate ECRG efforts into custom initiatives for local workplace
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Approximately 13,000 employees currently participate in Pfizer’s CRGs, which are open to all employees.

ECRGs offer members and allies various professional development and support opportunities, such as mentorship, networking, and educational programs. For example, the Global Asian Alliance has paired over 500 mentees and mentors since 2017 with the goal of expanding greater employee development opportunities at all levels of the company. The Pfizer Latino Community launched a Latino CRG Learning Hub that provides interview resources and guidance on how to seek out growth opportunities within the company. The Global Black Community offers a variety of professional development programs, including the Key Account Manager (“KAM”) program, which seeks to advance field-based employees to KAM-level roles by providing mentoring and networking opportunities. The program, which began in 2019, resulted in an average promotion rate of approximately 73% across all cohorts. Pfizer does not have an enterprise-wide mentorship or sponsorship program.

ECRGs also host events and implement initiatives to advance Pfizer’s DEI goals. For example, the Global Asian Alliance trained colleagues through the group’s Asian Leadership Forum to host events and discussions on culture, allyship, and intersectionality. The Global Black Community also hosted the “Freedom to Be Me” Juneteenth series, highlighting cultural, ethnic, religious, and gender identities within the Pfizer workforce community. ECRGs frequently host programs during commemorative days or months to promote knowledge-sharing and inclusivity, including events for Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Lunar New Year, Black History Month, Middle Eastern and North African Heritage Month, Asian Pacific American Heritage Month, Juneteenth, World Refugee Day, Hispanic Heritage Month, Diwali, and Native American Heritage Month, among others.

Pfizer provides funding and leadership support to the ECRGs. The DEI team allocates dedicated funding to each ECRG, and each ECRG has an Executive Sponsor. Executive Sponsors are ELT members who help ECRGs articulate a mission, vision, and goals aligned to the company’s broader DEI strategy; increase visibility of ECRG-work among Pfizer’s leadership; connect ECRGs to company resources; and provide career mentoring to ECRG members. In addition, Pfizer established new regional DEI councils in 2021, which are composed of leaders from Pfizer’s regional CRG chapters, to facilitate collaboration across groups.

Pfizer’s DEI team is also in the process of generating a Global Execution Plan, which will serve as a consistent framework for Pfizer’s ECRGs to partner with the PX and DEI teams to build and advance strategy, influence, and leadership within the company. The Global Execution Plan will explain how to request ECRG funding, provide ECRG governance and succession plan models, and develop an ECRG Guidebook, which will help ECRG members understand how to align their goals and initiatives to Pfizer’s enterprise-wide DEI strategy. The DEI team implemented these efforts to help each ECRG see other ECRGs as complementary and interdependent, rather than competing or separate. In addition to resources and guidance produced in-house, Pfizer also provides ECRGs with an Employee Resource Group (“ERG”) Leadership Handbook published by Seramount, a diversity consulting group, which provides specific tools and best practices to help companies develop groups that play vital roles in
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recruiting, retaining and developing employees, providing insight into diverse communities, and solving complex business problems.

Leaders of Pfizer’s ECRGs have an opportunity to take a “Lead with Inclusion Master Class” on a quarterly basis. Each class focuses on a different topic relevant to ECRG leadership. For example, the first Master Class, held in 2021, introduced Pfizer’s revamped DEI strategy and zig-zag professional growth model. The session provided an overview of the kinds of resources and support the DEI team provides to Pfizer’s ECRGs, including facilitating cross-ECRG connections and providing funding and budget-tracking capabilities.

The Covington assessment team met with some of Pfizer’s ECRG leaders to listen to their perspectives on how Pfizer has supported ECRGs and identify any potential areas for improvement. Themes that emerged from the conversation included an appreciation for Pfizer encouraging employees to join multiple groups and reinforcing that ECRGs are open to everyone, including allies, and a view that Pfizer provides adequate funding to support the ECRGs and regularly consults ECRGs on the company’s internal and external DEI efforts. Opportunities that were identified in the discussion were based on the sentiment that although Pfizer’s senior leadership is supportive of ECRGs and their efforts, not all managers recognize the importance and value of ECRG work for the company, which can discourage employees from dedicating time and attention to ECRG responsibilities, as well as an expressed desire for the company to do more to support ECRG members following corporate reorganizations.

3. DEI Programming

Pfizer hosts regular events and programs designed to foster a community of inclusion within the company. These events seek to help employees recognize, understand, and appreciate their differences and commonalities, and establish a culture of collaboration and understanding throughout the workforce. In 2023, Pfizer launched its DEI Hub on Fuse as a central repository to share information on DEI events, initiatives, and resources with the broader workforce.

Pfizer’s DEI team provides an update to the workforce on the company’s progress against its DEI goals at the annual DEI Summit. Pfizer defined the theme of the 2023 Summit—“Accelerating Equity,”—as “seeing the difference between the world as it is and as it could be, and making a choice to do something about it with courage and conviction.” To accelerate equity and advance progress on Pfizer’s DEI goals, the DEI team encouraged workforce members to focus on equity, inclusion, and representation for all; promote belonging; be an ally; increase accessibility; and build appropriate and lawful individualized DEI strategies for their teams that align to Pfizer’s broader DEI goals. The DEI Summit also incorporated opportunities for workforce members to watch and participate in panel discussions with civil rights and DEI community leaders. At the 2023 Summit, Pfizer hosted a panel discussion titled “Speedbumps Ahead! Accelerating Equity by Disrupting the Status Quo,” which included representatives from the Human Rights Campaign, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation – Hiring Our Heroes, and Disability:IN. The panelists answered questions regarding current challenges for underrepresented communities, including common misconceptions and stereotypes that are damaging to these communities, and highlighted the importance of allyship and confronting bias in accelerating equity. Over 7,000 employees either attended the 2023 Summit in person or participated remotely. The DEI team sent a survey to participants to solicit feedback. Ninety-eight percent of respondents found the Summit to be a valuable experience and 94% indicated that they will approach differences with their colleagues with more understanding following the Summit.
In 2023, Pfizer released the first course of the DEI Learner’s Journey to Allyship program to all workforce members. The program includes a mix of required and optional courses to educate workforce members on inclusion, collaboration, allyship, psychological safety, and empathy. The first course—The Neuroscience of Smarter Teams (mandatory for all employees)—and the second course—Conscious Inclusion Workshop (mandatory for managers)—seek to help participants improve inclusion, collaboration, and interpersonal interactions between leaders and their teams. Pfizer will release additional Learner’s Journey courses in 2024, including the second course for managers and courses on how to identify and mitigate bias in the workplace. As of December 2023, 91% of the global workforce had completed the first course.

In April 2023, the DEI team hosted its second annual “5-Day Inclusion Challenge” to promote intentional inclusivity among workforce members and eliminate implicit biases in the workplace. On each day of the challenge, the DEI team posted a prompt of “inclusion nudges” on its DEI intranet channel to encourage inclusivity, such as extending a “Bravo Thank You” award to a colleague who demonstrated inclusive behaviors or participating in Pfizer’s self-identification campaign, which is described below.

After the murder of George Floyd, Pfizer began offering Safe Space Sessions to provide an outlet for employees to voice their feelings following major events, including but not limited to the Afghanistan refugee crises, gun violence, the murder of Ahmaud Arbery, the trial of Kyle Rittenhouse, the war in Ukraine, the mass shooting at a Monterey Park Chinese New Year celebration, and the Israel Gaza War. 38

Pfizer’s DEI team gauges the success of these programs through ad-hoc surveys and partnerships with the People Insights & Analytics team to analyze engagement. For example, following the 5-Day Inclusion Challenge, the DEI team collected participant feedback surveys and tracked employee interactions with the DEI intranet channel. Moving forward, the DEI team plans to continue to measure and assess employee engagement with its programs.

4. Use of Data to Support DEI Goals

Pfizer collects, analyzes, and publishes workforce demographic data in order to inform and strengthen its Pillar 1 commitments to equity and diversity. Pfizer’s People Insights & Analytics team implemented an internal dashboard that collects and evaluates workforce demographic data to monitor for potential disparities in professional mobility, set equitable aspirational representation goals, track progress toward achieving those goals, and report to company leaders, including bimonthly reports to the ELT. This workforce demographic data helps Pfizer hold itself accountable to its aspirational opportunity parity goals. In 2019, Pfizer’s leadership reviewed company workforce data and found that employees in leadership roles were less diverse than employees at lower levels of the company. To reflect the diversity of Pfizer’s workforce at leadership levels, the company set an aspirational opportunity parity goal to achieve workforce parity of 32% for U.S. minorities 39 in VP and above positions by 2025, which would align leadership representation levels with the representation levels reflected in the broader workforce. 40 By December 2023, Pfizer reported that 30.5% of its VP and above
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employees are U.S. minorities, an increase from 25% at the end of 2021. Additionally, three out of twelve members of the Board of Directors identify as Black, Latino, or Asian.

In further support of these efforts, Pfizer launched a voluntary self-identification campaign in 2022 to better understand the demographic composition of its U.S. workforce. Approximately 5,000 workforce members self-identified within the first hour of the launch. In response to employee feedback, Pfizer recently added a new category of race and ethnicity in the self-ID form—Middle Eastern or North African—to ensure employees feel more accurately represented. Pfizer plans to use the aggregated self-ID data collected during this campaign to further inform its inclusive recruitment, employee development opportunities, benefits offerings, and other equity and inclusion efforts.

Pfizer also publishes workforce demographic data in annual reports and will continue to report its progress on its opportunity parity goals moving forward. Pfizer included new hire and attrition data, including by gender, race, and ethnicity, in its recent Impact Report. To increase transparency regarding its workforce composition, Pfizer has voluntarily published its EEO-1 reports for 2016 through 2021, and is committed to continuing to disclose future reports as they are filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

In addition to these efforts, Pfizer measures employee sentiment to support the company’s goal of establishing an inclusive and welcoming culture for all employees. Pfizer conducts an annual global employee engagement survey, referred to as Pfizer Pulse, and tracks and analyzes the results to identify priority areas for growth and improvement. The survey asks employees to rank their level of agreement with a variety of statements covering topics such as awareness and comfort levels with reporting misconduct or concerns, job satisfaction and opportunities for growth, feeling motivated and valued, and personal engagement with Pfizer’s values.

Pfizer’s People Insights & Analytics team tracks completion of the survey and interprets the aggregated results to identify and report on trends to Pfizer’s leadership. The People Insights & Analytics team tracks completion and results by demographic information, including as it relates to intersectionality. Pulse survey data is currently not used as a basis to hold leaders accountable to progress toward Pfizer’s DEI goals.

---
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Pfizer includes targeted questions in the survey intended to measure employees’ feelings of inclusion and belonging, or the “inclusion index.” The survey asks employees to rate their agreement with two statements: “my team has a climate in which diverse perspectives are valued,” and “I feel valued as an employee of Pfizer.” In 2023, 85% of U.S. survey participants agreed that their team has a climate in which diverse perspectives are valued, and 77% agreed that they feel valued as an employee of Pfizer, with near parity among all demographic groups. Although not formally included in the inclusion index, over 75% of survey participants also agreed that the company provides an “equal opportunity for all to succeed at Pfizer.”

To gather additional feedback on the employee experience, Pfizer began collecting anonymous exit surveys in 2022, which are administered by the Office of the Ombuds. The People Insights & Analytics team uses the exit survey results to identify trends and to improve the company’s PX strategy.

### Recommendations

- Consider enhancing coordination of efforts to track employee participation in professional development and learning programs and analyzing that data by demographic categories to understand whether employees can equitably access and participate in these programs. To encourage equitable participation, Pfizer could conduct outreach campaigns regarding professional development and learning programs and work with managers to reduce barriers to entry for employee participation.

- Consider assigning a team or individual with responsibility for overseeing enterprise-level coordination between the various mentorship programs across the company to strengthen consistency and coordination. Pfizer could also consider opportunities to develop a consistent or enterprise-wide sponsorship program that connects high-performing employees with company leaders who will promote their career growth and provide them with opportunities for increased visibility.

- Consider opportunities to use Pulse survey results related to equity and inclusion indicators to enhance leadership accountability for Pfizer’s equity and inclusion goals.

### D. Equitable Pay and Inclusive Benefits

#### 1. Equitable Compensation Practices

For the past five years, Pfizer has worked with a third-party assessment team to conduct annual compensation studies that measure pay equity throughout the company based on race and gender. Compensation studies cover the entire workforce except the CEO and other limited exceptions. If outliers are identified during the study, Pfizer will work with the third-  
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51 Exceptions include employees whose pay is determined by a collective bargaining agreement and divested employees who experience a delayed transfer following a transaction.
party assessment team to determine an appropriate remediation option to implement for affected employees.

The February 2024 compensation study found that in the United States, racial and ethnic minority employees are paid at dollar-for-dollar parity with non-minority employees.\textsuperscript{52} To hold itself accountable to its pay equity commitments, Pfizer intends to measure and publish data on pay equity annually moving forward.\textsuperscript{53}

Pfizer also publishes information on median pay gaps for minority employees in the United States.\textsuperscript{54} The median pay gap measures the distribution of pay among employees without accounting for any factors, like role or title.\textsuperscript{55} In 2023, the median pay for minority employees in the United States was 82.8\% of the median pay for non-minority employees.\textsuperscript{56} The majority of Pfizer’s racially or ethnically diverse employees are located at manufacturing sites, where salaries tend to be lower. Pfizer is working to narrow this gap by increasing racial and ethnic minority representation at all levels of the company through its inclusive hiring practices and professional development programs.

Pfizer also takes steps to eliminate pay disparities for open positions and new hires. Pfizer’s Total Rewards team benchmarks its compensation against peer companies using external market data to provide an unbiased representation of the labor market in the pharmaceutical industry. Pfizer also recently stopped asking U.S. applicants to disclose their salary history during the recruiting process. In addition, Pfizer publishes salary ranges in job advertisements in states that require it and in all job offers for new hires. Pfizer’s pay equity practices earned the company an “A” grade on the Arjuna Capital/Proxy Impact Racial and Gender Pay Equity Scorecard for 2021, 2022, and 2023.\textsuperscript{57}

2. Inclusive Benefits Offerings

Pfizer offers a competitive benefits package for all employees who work at least 40\% of a full-time schedule. Pfizer offers three medical plans through two different administrators so that employees can select the comprehensive medical coverage that suits them best.\textsuperscript{58} Pfizer’s wellbeing benefits include access to free mental health resources and tools, including an app that helps employees manage stress, improve focus, and strengthen connections with others.\textsuperscript{59} In addition, Pfizer offers a 401(k) savings plan under which the company makes annual
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retirement savings contributions (between 5% and 9% based on age and service) and quarterly matching contributions of 4.5% for employees who contribute at least 6% of eligible pay. Pfizer also offers educational assistance to its employees through its Tuition Reimbursement Program, which reimburses eligible employees up to $10,000 annually for tuition and other expenses for courses at approved educational institutions.

Pfizer’s benefits program is designed to support the needs of its full employee population. For example, Pfizer provides access to educational health resources to all of its workforce members through its participation in the Take Action For Our Health initiative. Take Action For Our Health seeks to reduce health disparities in Latino and Black communities by providing educational resources to help these communities understand their increased risk for certain health conditions and how they can address these risks, including through preventative screenings. Pfizer’s Benefits team also organizes outreach initiatives to specific workforce populations based on commemorative days or months related to DEI. During Black History Month, the Benefits team partnered with its 401(k) plan administrator, Fidelity Investments, to bring together leading Fidelity representatives and financial education leaders for a panel discussion regarding how to establish a financial legacy that employees can pass on to their future generations. In addition, the Benefits team is invited to attend Pfizer’s Safe Space Sessions, described above, to highlight various benefits offerings that may help workforce members during mentally and emotionally challenging times. Moving forward, Pfizer is planning to offer more comprehensive mental health resources with the goal of increasing utilization among underrepresented workforce members, including by highlighting how to access providers of specific races, gender, language capabilities, and experience servicing diverse populations.

Pfizer uses employee surveys to regularly assess its benefits offerings. In 2020, Pfizer conducted a social determinants of health survey to understand how its employees’ living and working conditions impact their health, functioning, and quality-of-life. Pfizer also issued two benefits feedback surveys, in 2021 and 2022, to seek input from employees on how the company could improve the overall benefits experience. As a result of the 2021 feedback, the Benefits team developed a comprehensive and easy-to-navigate website to increase accessibility and expand awareness of benefits offerings. Beyond surveys, the Benefits team also engages with the DEI team to ensure that the Benefits team is aware of concerns or suggestions raised by underrepresented segments of Pfizer’s workforce regarding the company’s benefits programs.

The 2021 and 2022 benefits survey captured information on participants’ age and office location, but did not solicit race or ethnicity demographic data. Pfizer is able to review aggregate-level demographic data vendor-by-vendor based on the offering or program. For example, Fidelity, Pfizer’s 401(k) plan administrator, can provide aggregate-level race and ethnicity demographic information, which Pfizer uses to inform its employee awareness and education strategy to promote equitable utilization. Pfizer has not conducted a formal data-driven DEI assessment of all of its benefits offerings.
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VII. Pillar 2: Advance Equitable Health Outcomes

Pillar 2 of the company’s DEI strategy focuses on promoting equitable health outcomes, and includes three key health equity objectives: conducting inclusive research; improving health outcomes; and removing barriers that impede access to medicines. This section of the report describes Pfizer’s approach to each of these objectives, highlighting the key initiatives the company has undertaken in the United States in support of each. As described in this section, Pfizer is making progress towards the goals included in Pillar 2. This section also includes recommendations on how Pfizer might build upon these efforts to increase their impact.

A. Understanding Opportunities to Advance Health Equity

In 2003, a report from the Institute of Medicine (“IOM”) on health equity in the United States found that “racial and ethnic minorities, with few exceptions, experience higher rates of morbidity and mortality than non-minorities.” In particular, the report found that “racial and ethnic minorities tend to receive a lower quality of healthcare than non-minorities, even when access-related factors, such as patients’ insurance status and income, are controlled.” The IOM report concluded that the “sources of these disparities are complex, are rooted in historic and contemporary inequities, and involve many participants at several levels.”

Research conducted in the twenty years since the publication of the IOM report suggests that many of these disparities have persisted. In 2022, the United States Department of Health and Human Services published its National Healthcare Disparities Report (“NHDR Report”), which described ongoing racial disparities in health outcomes. For example, according to the NHDR Report, while life expectancy in the United States has fallen by 1.5
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years for the overall population from 78.8 years in 2019 to 77.3 years in 2020, the decline has been greater for Hispanic (3.0 years) and non-Hispanic Black (2.9 years) individuals than for non-Hispanic white individuals.69 Racial health disparities also result in significant economic harms in the United States.70 A study funded by the National Institutes of Health (“NIH”) found that in 2018, the total burden of racial and ethnic health disparities totaled $451 billion, the equivalent of $1,377 per person and a sum equal to approximately 2% of the U.S. gross domestic product.71

Racial and ethnic disparities in health outcomes in the United States result from a variety of complex factors.72 Healthcare providers, public and private health plans, hospitals, community organizations, pharmaceutical companies, and others in the healthcare delivery system have opportunities to address some of the fundamental drivers of health disparities,73 although the form these opportunities may take varies widely among these different actors. Pharmaceutical companies are well positioned to help address some of the drivers of health disparities by increasing clinical trial diversity and working to reduce potential barriers patients face in supporting their health and obtaining healthcare.

1. Representation in Research and Clinical Trials

Historically, individuals from certain demographics have been underrepresented in some biomedical research,74 including research regarding medical conditions that disproportionately affect members of these groups.75 Industry and government agencies, including the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”), increasingly recognize the need for greater diversity among participants in clinical trials, but challenges to enrolling patients from
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underrepresented racial and ethnic populations remain.\textsuperscript{76} Increasing diversity in clinical trials requires careful planning in the trial design, including with respect to expanding access to potential participants, enrollment criteria and methodology, and efforts to promote retention in the trial.\textsuperscript{77} A 2022 report from McKinsey suggested that pharmaceutical companies could play an important role analyzing data to “identify unmet needs and to compare the populations that have benefited more from [companies’] R&D spending and pipeline development with those that have benefitted less.”\textsuperscript{78} As described below, Pfizer has taken a number of steps to increase diversity among research participants and to identify unmet needs in research.

2. Social Determinants of Health, Including Healthcare Access

Several social, economic, and environmental factors—often referred to as social determinants of health (“SDOH”)—contribute to health disparities in the United States, including in the amount and quality of treatment. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) defined SDOH as the “nonmedical factors that influence health outcomes,” including the “conditions in which people are born, grow, work, live, and age, and the wider set of forces and systems shaping the conditions of daily life.”\textsuperscript{79} Individual determinants fall within the following categories: (i) healthcare access and quality, (ii) education access and quality, (iii) economic stability, (iv) neighborhood and built environment, and (v) social and community context.\textsuperscript{80} Some studies suggest that SDOH have a greater influence on health than either access to healthcare\textsuperscript{81} or genetic factors.\textsuperscript{82}

Lack of access to healthcare and medication contribute to poor health outcomes,\textsuperscript{83} and research shows that members of certain racial and ethnic groups are less likely to receive routine and preventive care,\textsuperscript{84} even after adjusting for insurance coverage and socioeconomic
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status.\textsuperscript{85} When they do receive care, it is often of relatively lower quality.\textsuperscript{86} In the United States, most individuals have health insurance coverage through private, employer-sponsored health plans.\textsuperscript{87} Others have insurance coverage through public programs offered by federal or state governments, and a minority of individuals have no health insurance coverage.\textsuperscript{88} Compared to non-Hispanic whites, African Americans and people of Hispanic origin had persistently lower health insurance coverage rates at all ages even since the passage of the Affordable Care Act in 2010.\textsuperscript{89}

Those without adequate health insurance face considerable barriers to accessing healthcare because many healthcare providers either do not accept patients without insurance or charge prohibitively high rates to care for uninsured patients.\textsuperscript{90} Even when patients are insured, financial costs can be a significant barrier to obtaining effective treatment. For example, studies show that high out-of-pocket costs for prescription medication are linked to high rates of treatment abandonment.\textsuperscript{91} Likewise, patients who earn relatively lower incomes seek healthcare less often than patients who earn higher incomes.\textsuperscript{92} And when patients who earn lower incomes do seek healthcare, it is more likely to be for an emergency.\textsuperscript{93} Racial and ethnic disparities with respect to income and wealth in the United States amplify these effects in certain communities in the United States.\textsuperscript{94}

While no single actor in the U.S. healthcare system could address each of these factors comprehensively, Pfizer and other biopharmaceutical companies have opportunities to address some of the factors contributing to racial and ethnic health disparities in the United States.\textsuperscript{95} In particular, pharmaceutical companies have opportunities to collaborate with other healthcare
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and community stakeholders to help address SDOH, and, because of their nationwide reach, to help address certain SDOH directly. For example, pharmaceutical companies can help address some of the disparities presented by lack of insurance coverage through programs designed to help provide treatment for uninsured patients. Pharmaceutical companies can also help address health disparities by engaging with patients in a way that acknowledges and attempts to mitigate underlying SDOH. In addition to Pfizer’s efforts to increase diversity in clinical trials and pharmaceutical research, the company’s efforts to promote health equity by helping to mitigate the effects of SDOH are described in the following sections.

B. Inclusive Research

1. Increasing Clinical Trial Diversity

Pfizer’s first objective under Pillar 2 focuses on inclusive research. Pfizer’s efforts to diversify the population of patients who participate in its clinical trials are an important component of this objective. Clinical trials are research studies that test a medical, surgical, or behavioral intervention in people to determine whether it is safe and effective. The FDA has noted that diversity of participants in clinical trials is crucial to advancing health equity because people of different races and ethnicities may react differently to treatments. Clinical trial diversity also helps to expand scientific knowledge, ensure that approved medicines are effective for a wide variety of individuals, promote fairer distribution of gains in medical advancements, and increase trust in medical institutions and medical research. As noted above, however, racial minorities still account for a low percentage of participants in U.S. clinical trials. The issue of inclusive clinical trial design has gained increasing national attention in recent years, including with recent federal legislation in the United States focused on designing
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and conducting more inclusive trials. Civil rights and advocacy organizations that attended the May 2023 roundtable, as well as the organizations interviewed by the assessment team, emphasized the importance of addressing this issue and increasing clinical trial diversity.

a) Clinical Trial Program Assessment and Clinical Trial Diversity Goals

In 2021, Pfizer conducted an analysis of the ethnic, racial, age, and gender diversity across all of its U.S. clinical trial participants from 2011 to 2020 to assess the state of its own efforts to enroll diverse clinical trial participants. Pfizer published the study, and the results as they relate to ethnic and racial diversity are reflected below.

Pfizer also assessed how many of its trials achieved census level diversity. With respect to individual trials, Pfizer found that more than half of the participants in its 2011 to 2020 trials achieved census levels for various groups: 56.1% of trials achieved census levels for Black or African American participants, 52.3% for Hispanic and Latino participants, and 51.4% for white participants. However, representation was not uniform across the 213 trials studied.

103 In December 2022, President Biden signed into law the Food and Drug Omnibus Reform Act of 2022 (“FDORA”), which includes several provisions intended to promote diversity in clinical trial enrollment. Food and Drug Omnibus Reform Act of 2022, Pub. L. No. 117-328, Div. FF, Title III, § 3001, 136 Stat. 5807 (2022). Specifically, under FDORA, sponsors of drugs subject to a late-stage clinical trial must submit a Diversity Action Plan that includes: (i) the sponsor’s goals for enrollment in the study; (ii) the sponsor’s rationale for those goals; and (iii) an explanation of how the sponsor intends to meet those goals. Id. § 3601, 136 Stat. at 5860.
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Although over 50% of trials had representation at or above census levels for Black or African American and Hispanic or Latino participants, Pfizer reported that “[t]he percentage of trials that achieved census levels was much lower for Asian (16.0%), Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander (14.2%), and American Indian or Alaska Native participants (8.5%).” Pfizer’s published analysis noted that “[t]hese differential findings highlight the need for creating solutions that ensure diverse representation within a trial across all populations.”

After publishing its analysis, Pfizer publicly committed to achieving racially and ethnically diverse participation at or above U.S. census or disease prevalence levels, as appropriate, in all of its clinical trials. Pfizer is monitoring its progress toward this goal.

In addition to tracking the company’s progress toward specific diversity goals across all U.S. clinical trials, Pfizer evolved its approach to set recruitment and site selection goals for each therapeutic area. These goals create greater accountability by tracking the percentage of clinical trials within each therapeutic area that are meeting their study-level goals. In setting goals for each therapeutic area, Pfizer draws on criteria such as the prevalence of a particular disease across demographic groups and census data for various groups’ representation in the population.

Pfizer’s clinical trial teams include diversity objectives in clinical development plans for each new therapy. The teams then develop recruiting strategies to meet the objective and to ensure that the enrollment criteria do not unduly prevent individuals from particular racial or ethnic groups from participating. For example, if a certain disease that is prevalent among a particular racial group is listed as an exclusion criteria (e.g., individuals with that disease are not eligible to participate in the clinical trial), the clinical trial team will determine whether that exclusion criteria is necessary or whether it can be safely altered or eliminated. Pfizer monitors data from its clinical trials to see how each study’s participant recruitment is tracking against Pfizer’s goals.

In addition to focusing on its own clinical trials, Pfizer has published peer-reviewed research regarding the use of inclusive clinical trial design to diversify participant representation. The research focused on evaluating frameworks for setting diverse enrollment goals in clinical trials of both therapeutic treatments and preventive vaccine programs, and analyzed limitations presented by different data sources. Pfizer’s research has informed its own approach to clinical trial enrollment. As part of this research, Pfizer convened an advisory board of epidemiologists with expertise in health disparities, equity, diversity, and SDOH to evaluate and develop a framework to address underrepresentation of historically medically underserved groups. Pfizer published this research so that other companies and institutions could benefit from this effort.
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b) Steps to Increase Diversity Among Clinical Trial Participants

To increase diversity among its clinical trial participants, Pfizer has taken steps towards eliminating barriers to clinical trial participation,114 which researchers suggest include: (i) lack of trust in the medical establishment and/or the clinical trial process;115 (ii) lack of awareness about the availability of clinical trials;116 and (iii) time and resource constraints associated with clinical trial participation.117 Several of Pfizer’s efforts to help address these barriers are summarized below.

• To address an ongoing lack of trust in the medical community among some members of underrepresented communities, Pfizer often collaborates with community organizations that work on health equity issues.118 For example, Pfizer partnered with the Tigerlily Foundation to conduct a series of Health Equity Advocacy and Leadership (“HEAL”) Workshops aimed at helping build trust with Black women through discussions of topics like bias, transparency in communications, and humanizing the clinical trial experience.119 Pfizer also provided funding for a program that trained clinical trial community navigators to staff clinical trials. Research has suggested that community health workers’ involvement in clinical trials may facilitate increased representation of racial minority groups as they are uniquely positioned to build trust and foster connection between researchers and underrepresented community members.120

• To promote awareness of clinical trials among underrepresented populations, Pfizer works with clinical trial sites to identify the languages spoken by individuals in the local community. Pfizer then works with the sites to publicize the clinical trial in that language, and through channels that will reach members of underrepresented communities (for
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example, reaching Hispanic patients by providing information in Spanish and through Spanish-language media outlets). Pfizer also provides written materials to the site in the languages that the site determines necessary.  

- Pfizer has taken several steps to address some of the financial challenges that may serve as a barrier to participation in clinical trials. For example, to address transportation-related barriers to clinical trial participation, Pfizer is conducting some decentralized trials that reduce the need for participants to travel to a trial site. A decentralized clinical trial might permit some lab work to be done at the participant’s home or at a local pharmacy, for example, or it might eliminate the need for participants to travel by using mobile clinics that can travel to rural areas. Pfizer also provides support to participants by offering to cover reasonable expenses and transportation costs related to trial participation for all trials.

Pfizer observed increased diversity in participants enrolled in its studies across therapeutic areas in 2023. Pfizer recognizes, however, that more work remains to be done. Three therapeutic areas reached their goals with respect to the recruitment of Hispanic participants in the second half of 2023, while two other therapeutic areas did not. Only one therapeutic area met its goal for recruitment of Black participants during the second half of 2023.

c) Steps to Increase Diversity Among Clinical Trial Sites and Investigators

Studies have emphasized the importance of building inclusive trial infrastructure in underserved communities not only to enable more diverse participation but also to accelerate the adoption of medical advances in such communities.  

- Multiple members of the Collective (described below) and other community partners with whom the assessment team spoke also emphasized the importance of staffing clinical trials with diverse healthcare professionals who can relate to the local community and help bring relevant skills and tools to those community members so that they can be empowered to participate in clinical trials. Additionally, the location of a clinical trial site influences whether a study is accessible to underrepresented populations.

Pfizer focuses on bringing clinical trials to sites across the country located in diverse communities, as measured by county-level census data. Pfizer defines a “diverse location” as a county where the percentage of the population that is Black, African American, or Hispanic is greater than the national average (as measured by U.S. census data). In 2022, Pfizer began a partnership with Headlands Research, a network of 17 clinical trial sites with a focus on diversity, to operate sites in markets with significant populations of underrepresented groups:
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Brownsville, Texas; Atlanta, Georgia; Detroit, Michigan; and the Los Angeles, California area.\textsuperscript{124} As of October 2023, the Brownsville site completed two Pfizer trials, with over 70% of study participants identifying as Hispanic or Latino in both trials.

In 2023, Pfizer began tracking its progress by therapeutic area toward its diverse site selection goals for Black and Hispanic participants. From the first to the second half of 2023, Pfizer observed increased diversity in site selection across therapeutic areas. Three of five therapeutic areas met their site selection goals for Hispanic participants during the second half of 2023. Two of five therapeutic areas met their site selection goals for Black participants during this period.

Pfizer has made efforts to broaden its pipeline of potential clinical trial investigators. The Head of Clinical Trial Diversity works with field medical directors from Pfizer’s Medical Affairs team to help identify qualified investigators who are members of racial minority groups and who are interested in participating in Pfizer sponsored clinical trial research. Pfizer has also seconded field medical directors to clinical trial diversity roles. These secondees returned to their field medical director positions after spending a year focused on clinical trial diversity, bringing back to their work the perspective and skills they gained through participation in the secondment.

2. Institute of Translational Equitable Medicine & Global Medical Grants Program

In November 2021, Pfizer launched the Institute of Translational Equitable Medicine (“ITEM”) under the Office of the Chief Medical Officer\textsuperscript{125} to bring together individuals from across Pfizer’s organization to gather and use data to better understand the root causes of health inequities.\textsuperscript{126} In January 2023, ITEM became part of the Global Medical Grants (“GMG”) program, which funds external research and educational initiatives.\textsuperscript{127}

ITEM’s initiatives span three key dimensions—research, development, and clinical care. Since joining the GMG program, ITEM developed a strategic framework to guide its prioritization of resources, and another framework for selecting specific initiatives to fund that align with ITEM’s strategic priorities.\textsuperscript{128} ITEM is currently focused on several “Wave 1 projects” selected using these frameworks.

Through one of its Wave 1 projects, ITEM developed a “heat map” highlighting areas in which more research is needed on disparities in disease rates and severity among racial and ethnic groups. To generate the heat map and evaluate disparities, Pfizer’s Global Medical Epidemiology team conducted and published a literature review of publications across 38 conditions, grouped into the categories of oncology, inflammation and immunology, internal

\textsuperscript{124} Headlands Research, \textit{Headlands Sites}, https://headlandsresearch.com/headlands-sites/ (last visited Mar. 11, 2024). Pfizer helped Headlands open two new clinical trial sites, in Brownsville and Detroit, and expand capacity in existing Headlands sites in Atlanta and the Los Angeles area.
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medicine, rare disease, and vaccines.\textsuperscript{129} The report found that existing studies on disease differences between populations often overlooked analysis of disease severity differences in favor of analyzing disease rates.\textsuperscript{130} The report also determined that data on Hispanic individuals was far more limited than data on Black or African American individuals, that data about Asian Americans was difficult to interpret because the group comprises a complex population with ancestries from diverse regions, and that what little data existed for Native Americans, Hawaiians, and Pacific Islanders was often aggregated in a way that made it difficult to review.\textsuperscript{131} The report called for others to continue to address gaps in collective knowledge of the disparities landscape, and to begin deeper research into the ripest areas for intervention to lessen these disparities.\textsuperscript{132} ITEM is in the process of publishing an update to this heat map that draws on a broader array of data.

Other Wave 1 projects include partnerships with external organizations. For example, ITEM is collaborating with the Fox Chase Cancer Center and Sylvester Comprehensive Cancer Center to conduct a cancer study to better understand the genetic drivers of cancer and identify key socioeconomic and lifestyle factors influencing cancer outcomes among people of African ancestry.\textsuperscript{133} The organizations are working to build a clinicogenomic registry of biological specimens from people of African ancestry diagnosed with breast and prostate cancer.\textsuperscript{134}

ITEM also hosted a daylong Health Equity Summit in May 2023. Approximately 35 participants attended the Summit, the majority of whom were external to Pfizer. The Summit featured a session on research disparities relating to inflammatory bowel disease (“IBD”) and a session on clinical care and disparity gaps. As a result of the Summit, ITEM issued two requests for grant proposals. The first request supported projects that provide educational and counseling resources to patients diagnosed with immune-inflammatory diseases. The second request for grant proposals supports research initiatives focused on improving IBD management among underserved groups, quantifying the socioeconomic and psychological burden of IBD and its correlation with SDOH, and tailoring medical treatment to individual patients (known as precision medicine). At the time of publication, Pfizer was working to finalize grant awards related to the second request.

C. Equitable Health Outcomes

Pfizer’s Pillar 2 initiatives also focus on promoting equitable health outcomes through several other programs. Key initiatives include the Multicultural Health Equity Collective, Pfizer
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Foundation grants, efforts to promote health literacy, and Pfizer RxPathways, each described below in greater detail.

1. The Multicultural Health Equity Collective

Pfizer established the Multicultural Health Equity Collective (“the Collective”) in 2014 to help improve health equity across ethnic groups and other underrepresented communities facing significant health disparities and to facilitate connections between Pfizer and external multicultural organizations.135 The Collective aims to work in partnership with approximately 40 member organizations136—including patient advocacy organizations, healthcare provider associations, community groups, and legislative caucuses—to advance health equity.137 For example, in partnership with Collective organizations, Pfizer has engaged in informational campaigns and participated in community events to discuss health disparities and sponsored projects aimed at addressing those disparities.138

The Pfizer Multicultural Advisory Council (“PMAC”) guides the Collective’s work. The PMAC includes leaders from 12 member organizations that help guide the work of the Collective139 by engaging with Pfizer and each other on health and policy issues, and providing feedback on specific Pfizer initiatives.140 For example, Pfizer asked members of PMAC to help develop and review Pfizer’s educational and outreach materials related to the clinical trial for the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, and provide input on whether the materials would be accessible to underrepresented patients. In addition, PMAC members leveraged their comprehensive communications channels to inform their constituents about the COVID-19 trial, which helped to increase participant diversity. Pfizer has also provided periodic briefings on the recruitment status and development of the vaccine trials to these organizations.141

In October 2022, the Collective, along with four partner organizations, convened a Summit to discuss health equity and optimal interventions to address systemic drivers of racial health inequities.142 More than 100 leaders from across the healthcare ecosystem
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participated. The Summit included discussions around solutions to advance health equity across key areas, including healthcare facilities and delivery; workforce development; and health research, data, and policy. Several members of the PMAC who attended the Summit viewed the event as one example of the strength of Pfizer’s commitment to advancing health equity.

To build on the conclusions and insights of the Summit, Pfizer and more than 30 partners from various organizations represented at the Summit co-developed and published An Action Guide to Disrupt Inequitable Health Outcomes in July 2023. The Guide proposed solutions to healthcare workforce, facility, research, and policy issues presented at the Summit. Several members of the PMAC who attended the Summit contributed to the Guide. Some PMAC organizations praised Pfizer’s speed and diligence in releasing the Guide less than a year after the Summit, and for moving beyond the Summit discussions to publish ideas for solutions.

To continue the work done at the Summit and through the Guide, the Collective, with support from ITEM, also released a Request for Proposal (“RFP”) on Addressing Systemic Drivers of Racial Health Inequities in July 2023 to support research, learning, and change projects on the underlying causes of health inequities, including the systems and practices that shape the distribution of resources. Pfizer awarded a total of $2 million through the RFP to 11 recipients. Examples of these grants include: (i) an effort by the Asian and Pacific Islander American Health Forum (“APIAHF”) to work with local and community organizations to increase vaccination rates among Asian Americans and Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander communities; (ii) an effort by the American Academy of Physician Associates (“AAPA”) to increase representation of underrepresented and underserved minorities within the Physician Associate/Assistant profession; and (iii) an initiative by Henry Ford Health to “develop a sustainable partnership with Black/African American communities and support inclusive and equitable cancer clinical trial participation.”

The assessment team spoke with several member organizations that participate in the Collective and the PMAC. Several PMAC member organizations told the assessment team that they benefitted from the opportunity to connect with and learn from other organizations pursuing health equity, both locally and nationally, noting that conversations between member organizations proved helpful in thinking about how health equity issues can be addressed in a collaborative and intersectional manner. PMAC members also told the assessment team that they perceived Pfizer’s work through the Collective as a reflection of the company’s commitment
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to promoting health equity. PMAC members praised the Pfizer staff who run the Collective as dedicated and engaged.

2. The Pfizer Foundation

Pfizer established the Pfizer Foundation (“the Foundation”) as a charitable organization in 1953 to “help build healthier communities around the world.” Pfizer has provided funding for grants, charitable programs, and community-based initiatives that address global challenges. The Foundation focuses on addressing health equity with an emphasis on strengthening healthcare systems around the world to support better health for all patients. While much of the Foundation’s work focuses outside of the United States, several programs seek to support underserved communities within the United States, including the Accelerating Health Equity Grant program and the Innovation Awards in Community Health, described further below.

a) Accelerating Health Equity Grants

In 2020, the Foundation launched its Accelerating Health Equity Grant program, which seeks to support efforts to reduce health disparities and improve health outcomes in Black communities in the United States using a SDOH framework. The program focuses on five key SDOH: (i) healthcare access and quality; (ii) neighborhood and built environment; (iii) social and community context; (iv) economic stability; and (v) educational access and quality.

The Foundation first launched a one-year pilot program in 2020, providing one-time grants of $250,000 to ten community-based organizations that help address the leading causes of mortality and morbidity in Black communities, including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and cancer. The Foundation evaluated the success of its grants by examining each organization’s efforts to strengthen healthcare systems, catalyze other community partnerships, and advance goals, such as patient education. Based on lessons learned from the implementation of the Accelerating Health Equity pilot in 2020, the Foundation launched a new two-year program to enhance Accelerating Health Equity’s impact. The Foundation allocated a larger budget for the new program, which enabled the Foundation to support a greater number of organizations. The new Accelerating Health Equity Grant program also shifted from focusing on the leading health causes of mortality in the Black community to a broader range of issues that impact health outcomes in those communities.

Pfizer selected a new cohort of 15 grantees to receive $300,000 per organization over a two-year period to develop and lead solutions that help address leading causes of disparate health outcomes. Pfizer selected grant recipients working to address specific SDOH, from
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health literacy to language barriers to lack of transportation. One grantee told the assessment team that Pfizer’s grant allowed the organization to hire more staff members to hand-deliver supplies, provide transportation to medical appointments, and host live educational events for the local community.

Grant recipients included organizations led by individuals with firsthand experience with certain disease states, who design and lead interventions in their own communities. For example, one grantee provides community-based HIV care and support services for Black women living with HIV that were developed, facilitated, and run by Black women who are themselves living with HIV and were trained as community health workers.

Pfizer engaged a third-party consultant to evaluate the program during its second year. The study concluded that collectively, grantees in the Accelerating Health Equity portfolio provided healthcare services, such as mammograms, information, such as nutrition education, and emotional support, such as support groups, to over 900,000 community members in the first nine months of programming, which met or exceeded the original service objectives as a group. Pfizer also reported that the grantees’ community outreach and education efforts reached nearly 830,000 individuals and that over 15,000 patients received support to access direct healthcare services. Multiple grantee organizations told the assessment team that Pfizer’s grant marked a turning point in allowing their organizations to increase their staff numbers, raise their profile, and begin partnering with other pharmaceutical companies, government organizations, and non-profit groups to scale their efforts to address SDOH.

In addition to providing funding to grantees, the Accelerating Health Equity Grant program aims to enable grantee organizations to collaborate on health equity initiatives. As of October 2023, the first cohort of grantees had met twice in person and twice virtually. Grantee organizations told the assessment team that the opportunity to exchange ideas and share information with other grant recipients had been helpful. Several organizations told the assessment team that they partnered with a fellow grantee organization on one or more initiatives to address SDOH after being introduced by Pfizer, or sought the assistance of other Pfizer community partner organizations to drive local engagement around one of their initiatives in different areas around the country. One grantee organization also reported that engaging with Pfizer employees, such as through site visits to bring grantee organization and Pfizer leaders together, had a positive impact on their own work. Several grantee organizations commented that Pfizer might consider longer term grant commitments to build on the work organizations have achieved to date, and that progress on health equity would require sustained efforts.

b) Innovation Awards in Community Health

In 2020, the Foundation launched Innovation Awards in Community Health, in partnership with the nonprofit humanitarian organization Direct Relief, to help improve health outcomes among historically underserved communities in the United States. The program provided funding over two years to its initial cohort of 11 U.S. safety-net community healthcare providers.

Id.

For example, three grantee organizations have partnered to develop an integrated, unified patient intake process and tool.
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Safety net providers typically offer medical services to high numbers of uninsured and Medicaid patients, who are disproportionately members of underrepresented racial
groups. The first iteration of the program focused on infectious disease and supported
innovative approaches to infectious disease education, screening, testing, treatment, and
care. For example, recipient health centers implemented mobile vans and pop-up clinics,
telehealth technology, and standardized care using electronic health records.

In 2023, the Foundation launched an expanded two-year program and planned to
provide the new cohort of 19 organizations with a total of $5 million in funding. Building upon
the Foundation's experience with the first iteration of the program, the new RFP focused on
vaccine-preventable illness, which the Foundation determined was the most successful area of
focus within its first cohort. The new RFP focused on vulnerable geographic regions with high
rates of infectious disease (as determined by an analysis of several markers for the strength of
infectious diseases throughout several geographic areas).

3. Health Literacy

Racial and ethnic minorities are among the populations that are most likely to experience
difficulties finding, understanding, and using information to inform health-related decisions for
themselves and others. The CDC refers to this capacity as "personal health literacy." Pfizer’s efforts to mitigate the effects of low health literacy predate development of the
company’s 2021 DEI strategy. In 2005, Pfizer helped develop the Newest Vital Sign, a
screening tool used by healthcare professionals to calibrate their communications with particular
patients’ health literacy levels. As part of its more recent efforts to help address SDOH,
Pfizer has implemented several efforts to promote health literacy among those most likely to be
unfamiliar navigating the U.S. healthcare system. These efforts include:

• Publishing a health literacy position paper in 2021, which underscored positive public
  health impacts associated with increasing health literacy and publicly affirmed Pfizer’s
  responsibility to help improve health literacy in underserved communities;
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• Publishing patient-facing literacy guides on how patients can advance their own knowledge, harness patient-centric technology such as telemedicine, and find patient advocacy organizations that can help patients better understand their health;\textsuperscript{167}

• Publishing plain language information about Pfizer’s clinical trials on Pfizer’s “Find a Trial” page, targeted toward potential clinical trial participants;\textsuperscript{168}

• Funding health literacy research and evidence-based studies to improve the quality and subsequent outcomes associated with healthcare information, including a recent study conducted in 2023 which found that the use of plain language, patient-centered infographics may enhance patient awareness and early detection of cardiac amyloidosis;\textsuperscript{169} and

• Partnering with Triage Cancer—a cancer patient advocacy group—to develop a website and online learning curriculum for patients that provides easy-to-understand healthcare finance and insurance literacy resources.\textsuperscript{170}

Pfizer has also provided grant funding to other organizations to promote health literacy. For example, Pfizer sponsors the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine’s Roundtable on Health Literacy\textsuperscript{171} and has also entered into strategic partnerships with organizations such as Harvard University’s Multi-Regional Clinical Trial Center, which aims to increase health literacy in clinical trials globally.\textsuperscript{172} A member of the PMAC with whom the assessment team met specifically praised Pfizer for its efforts to communicate clear information to patients.

4. Pfizer RxPathways

Pfizer RxPathways provides resources to connect eligible patients to a range of programs that offer Pfizer medication for free or at a reduced out-of-pocket cost for patients.\textsuperscript{173} Pfizer RxPathways is intended to enhance patients’ ability to access treatment. Between 2018


\textsuperscript{168} Pfizer, Find a Clinical Trial, https://www.pfizerclinicaltrials.com/find-a-trial (last visited Mar. 11, 2024).

\textsuperscript{169} Allison P. Pack et al., Developing, Optimizing, and Evaluating Patient Infographics for Diagnosing Cardiac Amyloidosis, 3 PEC Innovation 1, 4–6 (Sept. 12, 2023).

\textsuperscript{170} MyHealthcareFinances, About Us, https://www.myhealthcarefinances.com/ (last visited Mar. 11, 2024).

\textsuperscript{171} National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine, Roundtable on Health Literacy, https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/roundtable-on-health-literacy#sectionSponsors (last visited Mar. 11, 2024).

\textsuperscript{172} Pfizer Health Literacy Position Statement, supra note 166.

\textsuperscript{173} Pfizer RxPathways, Resources For Patients, https://www.pfizerrxpathways.com/resources/patients (last visited Mar. 11, 2024). Pfizer RxPathways is supported by Pfizer Inc. and the Pfizer Patient Assistance Foundation and eligibility for patient support offerings may vary based on a number of factors including whether a patient is insured, whether they have government or private insurance, and income level and other factors. \textit{Id.}
and 2022, RxPathways helped hundreds of thousands of patients receive millions of Pfizer prescriptions for free or at a savings.174

While Pfizer did not design RxPathways specifically to benefit those in underrepresented communities, Pfizer works with several third-party organizations, including those that focus on addressing racial health disparities, to help patients learn about and utilize its assistance programs. For example, Pfizer worked with the National Hispanic Medical Association, the Dominican Women’s Development Center, and the National Congress of American Indians to increase awareness of RxPathways so that these organizations could more effectively help their constituent populations learn about the available programs and help eligible patients access Pfizer’s medicines for free or at a reduced cost.175 Pfizer also co-hosted webinars and distributed information to explain how RxPathways can benefit patients with organizations such as the American Association of Physicians of Indian Origin and Black Health Matters.176 Pfizer also aims to increase awareness of RxPathways in underserved and underrepresented communities by presenting information about the program at conferences run by organizations committed to promoting health equity, such as the National Organization of Black Elected Legislative Women.177

D. Removing Barriers to Access

Pillar 2 also includes Pfizer’s efforts to remove barriers to accessing medicines. Although significant components of Pfizer’s Pillar 2 strategy are global,178 Pfizer works with key stakeholders in the U.S. healthcare system including payers, governments, patient advocacy groups, community leaders, and others, to help improve access and reduce costs for patients in

174 Pfizer has sought to increase accessibility to its RxPathways program. Patients can apply to participate in the program through the Patient Assistance Tool or through an online enrollment option, Pfizer PAP Connect. See Pfizer RxPathways, Resources, https://www.pfizerrxpathways.com/ (last visited Mar. 11, 2024); Pfizer RxPathways, Pfizer PAP Connect, https://www.pfizerrxpathways.com/pfizer-pap-connect (last visited Mar. 11, 2024). The Patient Assistance Tool also allows patients to easily view which medications are available for free or at discount. Patients can also use the PAP Connect platform to request certain primary care medications. Pfizer provides an end-to-end online process to promote accessibility for individuals who are unable to visit their healthcare providers in person. The RxPathways website features brochures for patients that aggregate information about healthcare resources that may be available to them. These resources cover information on Pfizer’s own programs and on other third-party resources, such as accessing government programs or connecting with patient advocacy organizations. For those who may not be able to access the website, a designated hotline is available to assist new patients in applying for the program and to assist current patients with queries they may have. See Pfizer RxPathways, Resources, https://www.pfizerrxpathways.com/ (last visited Mar. 11, 2024); Pfizer RxPathways, Pfizer PAP Connect, https://www.pfizerrxpathways.com/pfizer-pap-connect (last visited Mar. 11, 2024).
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178 For example, through its “An Accord for a Healthier World” Pfizer provides lower-income countries with access to certain medicines on a not-for-profit basis. Pfizer, An Accord for a Healthier World, https://www.pfizer.com/about/responsibility/global-impact/accord (last visited Mar. 11, 2024). Through the Accord, Pfizer’s full portfolio of medicines and vaccines for which it has global rights is available on a not-for-profit basis to 45 lower-income countries. Id. While the Accord is a key component of Pfizer’s overall Pillar 2 strategy, Covington did not review the Accord during this assessment, which focused on Pfizer’s efforts in the United States.
the United States. To explore concrete examples of this work, the assessment team examined Pfizer’s approach to three diseases with disparate racial impacts—COVID-19, breast cancer, and prostate cancer.

1. COVID-19

Disparities among racial and ethnic groups with respect to rates of infection, hospital stays, and death caused by the COVID-19 are well documented. According to data from the CDC, as depicted below, 179 Non-Hispanic American Indians or Alaska Natives, Non-Hispanic Black or African Americans, and Hispanic people were two to three times more likely to require a hospital stay due to COVID-19 than non-Hispanic white people. 180 In addition, as illustrated in the graph below, 181 the mortality rate for COVID-19 for Black or African American, American Indian or Alaska Native, and Hispanic or Latino individuals was also higher as of March 2021. 182

![Disproportionate Impact of COVID-19 on Racial and Ethnic Minorities](chart.png)

Racial and ethnic minority populations were also less likely to be vaccinated against the disease, in part because of skepticism regarding medical research among some members of minority communities. 183 A meta-analysis of 33 studies on racial and ethnic minorities’ acceptance of COVID-19 vaccines found that minorities expressed concerns that the process of vaccine creation was “rushed,” evinced distrust of healthcare systems and the government, and expressed fears that they might be unwilling subjects of experiments. 184

---
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In connection with its COVID-19 response efforts, Pfizer helped address health equity through three principal areas: (i) vaccine trials, (ii) the dissemination of accurate vaccine information, and (iii) vaccine access. With respect to clinical trial diversity, in the Phase 3 clinical trial for the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, approximately 10% of U.S. participants were Black and 13% were Hispanic or Latino.  

FDA authorized the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine for emergency use on December 11, 2020. Once the vaccine became available, Pfizer worked to educate patients and healthcare providers through social media campaigns, television campaigns, and other avenues about how to combat COVID-19. Specifically, Pfizer provided information on safe storage and reconstitution of the vaccine, safe administration of the vaccine, and the disease burden of COVID-19 on society. Pfizer also partnered with numerous national and community-based organizations to promote the dissemination of accurate information about the vaccine and its efficacy to underrepresented communities. Pfizer conducted multiple webinars for public health officials and clinicians with its Vaccines team; participated in conference panels dedicated to vaccine confidence, including panels with the National Hispanic Medical Association ("NHMA"), the Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute ("CHCI"), and the National Medical Association ("NMA"); and collaborated with national partners on specific educational and outreach campaigns. Examples of collaborations included:

- Partnering with the Hispanic Federation and La Red Hispana to produce a virtual health fair in which Latino healthcare providers and other experts provided information in Spanish through Facebook, YouTube, and radio broadcasts in New York City, San Francisco, and Tucson about COVID-19 and how listeners could access free screenings and medicines through Pfizer RxPathways and other patient assistance programs;
- Partnering with the National Black Nurses Association ("NBNA") to launch a campaign targeting Black nurses and the Black community across the United States to reduce the amount of misinformation about vaccines by providing facts about their benefits, and another campaign to offer Black nurses—a group of health workers disproportionately affected by COVID-19 infections, hospitalizations, and deaths—a mental wellness program that included counseling and education webinars; and

---
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• Working with grassroots organization Día de la Mujer Latina to share accurate vaccine information through the organization’s No Más, No More campaign,193 which advocates for culturally and linguistically appropriate educational efforts to address COVID-19 misinformation.194

Pfizer also took steps to make the vaccines available to underrepresented communities. Pfizer established an internal team dedicated to vaccine equity which worked with community members and organizations, such as church leaders and health centers, to understand how Pfizer could better educate members of those communities about the COVID-19 vaccines. For example, Pfizer aimed to understand what languages were spoken in a particular community so that it could provide materials in the appropriate languages. Pfizer also solicited input from these community partners about whether its materials and the method of delivery (i.e., social media, announcements from a public figure) effectively communicated the relevant content.

Apart from developing and distributing the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, Pfizer took other steps to promote health equity in connection with the pandemic. For example, Pfizer worked with Día de La Mujer Latina to train community health workers to conduct contact tracing and help patients navigate telehealth in response to COVID-19.195 Pfizer also partnered with humanitarian organization Direct Relief to donate tens of thousands of units of antibiotics and vasopressor therapies for Direct Relief’s COVID-19 ICU Rx Modules, which enabled treatment for patients with serious COVID-19 infections suffering from bacterial infections.196

Several external organizations with whom the assessment team spoke praised Pfizer for its development of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine and subsequent communications. Several external partners told the assessment team that Pfizer had worked closely with them during the COVID-19 pandemic on various response activities, including efforts to diversify clinical trials and translate educational materials.197 Several organizations also noted that Pfizer had longstanding partnerships with community-based organizations and a history of attending community-based events which, once the COVID-19 pandemic began, allowed Pfizer to leverage the trust it had built to spread accurate information about COVID-19.

193 Id. at 30.
196 A New Look at 25.
197 Id. at 11 (“Pfizer leveraged The Collective as the point of contact and source of information for multicultural groups. The Collective’s partner organizations were the points of contact for communities of color to receive culturally appropriate information about the COVID-19 clinical trials. This information included but was not limited to 1) informational sessions on what is Messenger RNA; 2) COVID-19 vaccine’s clinical trial process; 3) including minority participation in the clinical trials; 4) COVID-19 vaccine supply chain, including storage and access; and 5) development of culturally appropriate materials on vaccine hesitancy.”).
2. Breast Cancer

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women in the United States, accounting for 30% of all new cancer diagnoses in women, and causing approximately 40,000 deaths annually. Although white women have a higher incidence of breast cancer than Black women, mortality rates for Black women meet or exceed those of white women.

Research has found that one cause of this disparity is lack of preventative care, early screenings, and early intervention. African Americans, Hispanics/Latinos, and American Indians/Alaskan Natives are disproportionately diagnosed with advanced stage breast cancer compared to white and Asian American/Pacific Islander women. Studies have shown, however, that five-year survival rates for breast cancer among Black and white women were roughly equal when both groups received periodic screenings at the same rate. Other causes of the racial disparity in outcomes include treatment affordability and other barriers to accessing care, such as lack of transportation. The National Cancer Institute calculated the average cost of medical care and drugs to treat breast cancer as up to $67,400 in the year following a cancer diagnosis. According to an American Cancer Society report from 2020, people of color are more likely to experience financial hardship related to costs of cancer treatment. Studies have also shown that Black and Hispanic patients, in particular, reported that barriers such as distance to the treatment center and lack of access to transportation, were
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potentially significant barriers to care, even though white patients, on average, had to travel further distances to the facilities.\textsuperscript{208}

One component of Pfizer’s efforts to address this disparity is Pfizer Oncology Together, a program for patients who have been prescribed medication or treatment plans that may include Pfizer’s products.\textsuperscript{209} Pfizer Oncology Together has a Co-Pay Savings program that helps patients reduce their out-of-pocket costs for Pfizer medicines by covering a portion of these costs.\textsuperscript{210} Pfizer has also taken steps to address the logistical challenges patients face in obtaining cancer treatment by connecting patients with assistance relating to transportation and lodging for treatment-related appointments.\textsuperscript{211}

Pfizer also provided financial support to organizations that help breast cancer patients access preventative care and treatment more broadly. For example, the Foundation awarded an Accelerating Health Equity grant to an organization that provides access to breast cancer diagnostic care and covers the cost of treatment services for low income, uninsured, and underinsured individuals in north Texas. The organization used the funding to expand outreach and provide early detection services to African American women, who previously had not constituted as significant a percentage of the organization’s target population.

In addition to helping address economic barriers to treatment, Pfizer also provides various resources to help address barriers relating to education and health literacy. For example:

- The website for Ibrance, one of Pfizer’s breast cancer medications, includes doctor discussion guides that patients can use to plan out what questions to ask at their next doctor’s appointment.\textsuperscript{212} It also contains a plain language Patient Guide that provides a comprehensive overview of the medicine.\textsuperscript{213}

\textsuperscript{208} Jeffrey J. Guidry et al., \textit{Transportation as a Barrier to Cancer Treatment}, 5 Cancer Practice 361 (1997).
\textsuperscript{209} Pfizer Oncology Together,\url{https://www.pfizeroncologytogether.com/index.html} (last visited Mar. 11, 2024).
Pfizer’s Oncology Together website contains a number of resources for patients, including guides to Pfizer Oncology Patient Access, common health insurance terms, patient billing, and more.

As described above, Pfizer also developed MyHealthcareFinances.com in partnership with Triage Cancer to provide educational resources regarding healthcare finance and insurance to cancer patients and caregivers.

Pfizer’s This Is Living With Cancer (“Living With Cancer”) mobile application and website, established in 2017, aim to help patients and caregivers manage everyday challenges associated with a cancer diagnosis and reduce barriers to treatment. LivingWith—the mobile application—is available for free and allows patients to build support networks; record information from visits with physicians; track their symptoms; and store documents. The Living with Cancer website provides specific health education on different kinds of cancer, including metastatic breast cancer (“MBC”). For example, the platform features fact sheets on how to join breast cancer clinical trials; the MBC Dictionary, which defines key MBC terms to reduce confusion during patient interactions with physicians; and a guide that helps Latinas with MBC learn how to better understand their diagnosis.

---
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Pfizer also partners with organizations that promote equitable access to treatment for underrepresented breast cancer patients. For example:

- Pfizer joined the Tigerlily Foundation’s #InclusionPledge, which requires participating organizations to take actions—such as supporting efforts to reduce bias in medical treatment or increase racial and ethnic representation in the healthcare workforce—224—to eliminate healthcare disparities for Black women diagnosed with breast cancer.225 As described above, Pfizer and the Tigerlily Foundation developed HEAL workshops to learn more about the experience of women of color diagnosed with breast cancer and identify solutions to overcome barriers to equitable treatment, including by expanding access to health education and encouraging broader inclusivity in breast cancer clinical trials.226

- Pfizer supports When We Tri(al)—an initiative to spread awareness about the importance of clinical trials by amplifying the voices of Black women who have benefitted from their participation in clinical trials.227

- In 2020, Pfizer collaborated with the ABC Global Alliance—a non-profit association that supports projects related to advanced breast cancer (“ABC”)—to produce a repository of resources and community-based initiatives to assist global ABC and MBC patients.228 For example, the repository highlights the 305 Pink Pack Cancer Support Services program, which provides support to breast cancer patients in South Florida from primarily Hispanic communities and aims to reduce barriers to accessing breast cancer treatment by offering childcare, transportation, and emotional support services.229 The repository also informs patients about HOPE Retreats, which provide financial and emotional support to single mothers living with MBC below the federal poverty line and their children.230 Participants receive a grocery card and speak with licensed social workers or therapists specializing in oncology while their children engage in art therapy and creative activities.231
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### 3. Prostate Cancer

Prostate cancer, which accounts for 20% of all cancers, affects more men in the United States than any other cancer and is the second highest cause of cancer-related deaths. Prostate cancer alone accounts for nearly one in five new diagnoses of cancers in men and is associated with significant racial disparities in outcomes and occurrences. Black men have a 78% higher incidence of prostate cancer than non-Hispanic white men. Black men, who also have a 2.3-times higher mortality rate than white men, are more likely to receive a prostate cancer diagnosis at a younger age, and experience more advanced-stage and aggressive disease. Hispanic men are also more likely to present with more advanced-stage disease.

These health disparities in prostate cancer care and management are well-documented and exist in different stages of treatment. For example, individuals from racial and ethnic populations are more likely to receive delayed treatment and Black men with high-risk or aggressive prostate cancer are often less likely to receive necessary surgery or radiation. According to a paper published by the American Society of Clinical Oncology in 2022, the results of a 2019 study involving 300,000 patients with prostate cancer from different racial backgrounds suggest that when patients have similar access to care and standardized treatment, Black patients with nonmetastatic prostate cancer appeared to have stage-for-stage prostate cancer-specific mortality comparable to that of white men. The authors suggested that assessing the equitable use of healthcare resources “may serve as a strategic point of intervention to eliminate barriers to access to care.”

Prompt diagnosis is a critical first step to treating prostate cancer. Prostate cancer often has no symptoms until the disease is advanced. Some organizations that focus on prostate cancer patient support and treatment promote screening before symptoms emerge as a means to detect cancer early when the chances of treatment success are high. Prostate cancer
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health outcomes are worse for Black men, in part because they are less likely to be screened or to receive treatment for prostate cancer. A study evaluating attitudes toward prostate cancer care from 2015 to 2017 reported that Black men expressed fear that prostate cancer screening would not be thorough and personal test results would be misused, resulting in higher degrees of negative opinion and fear of diagnostic outcomes. Similarly, a paper published by the American Cancer Society in 2022 concluded that symptomatic Black men were less likely to seek professional evaluation and advice on prostate cancer and noted that lack of access to clinicians with similar cultural backgrounds may be one of the factors leading to mistrust. Both the American Cancer Society paper and a Collective member organization that spoke with the assessment team observed that Black men found it important to have a clinician with a similar cultural background. In 2018, only 5% of all active clinicians were Black. Improving racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity within the healthcare system and developing partnerships with community organizations may improve communication and trust, resulting in better outcomes for Black men with prostate cancer.

Pfizer established an initiative aimed at increasing the number of cancer screenings and follow-up appointments. Pfizer’s website notes that cancer screenings and checkups, such as mammograms and prostate-specific antigen (“PSA”) blood tests, have decreased significantly in the United States since the start of COVID-19 because of delays or cancellations. Pfizer’s Living With Cancer platform, as described above, houses the “Get It Done” initiative, which offers tools and resources to guide patients in conversations with their doctor and prepare them for their appointments, either in person or via telehealth. Each
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guide provides questions for patients to ask their medical care providers or tips to have a better understanding of expectations for the appointment. In addition, Pfizer partnered with the Urology Care Foundation in 2021 and 2022 to generate a checklist for African American and Latino men to help them understand which checkups and screenings they should receive and when they should receive them. To enable greater early detection of prostate cancer, the checklist recommends that African American men speak to their doctors about PSA testing starting at age 45. The checklist recommends that Latino men discuss the same testing with their doctors as early as age 40 for those at higher risk due to family history, or age 55 for those at average risk.

In addition to Pfizer’s advocacy for prostate cancer screening, the company partners with external organizations to educate the healthcare community on how to reduce prostate cancer treatment disparities. For example:

- In collaboration with the Advanced Prostate Cancer Steering Committee—a group of oncology subject matter experts from academia and the private sector—Pfizer produced a resource guide to educate nurse and patient navigators on how to help advanced prostate cancer (“APC”) patients manage healthcare challenges and reduce barriers to care. The resource guide describes the racial and ethnic healthcare disparities for APC patients, and provides tools on ways navigators can promote equitable treatment for racially and ethnically diverse patients.

- In 2022, Pfizer worked with the American Urological Association (“AUA”)—a professional membership association that aims to promote the highest standards of urological clinical care—to assess current prostate cancer healthcare practices and generate

---


259 Id. at 8–10. For example, the guide describes how to provide culturally competent care, including by developing a working knowledge and understanding of the patient’s background and beliefs, asking for a patient’s language preference, and arranging for interpreter services when needed. Id. at 60.

recommendations to address healthcare disparities and improve care.\textsuperscript{261} Pfizer and AUA surveyed AUA members on barriers to care for APC patients,\textsuperscript{262} finding that nearly 60\% of respondents had not received formal training on health disparities and 34\% reported that they were not very aware of potential clinical trials for their APC patients.\textsuperscript{263} After interviewing three physicians with expertise in addressing prostate cancer healthcare disparities, Pfizer and the AUA identified several steps that the urologic healthcare community could take to promote quality and equitable care, including: (i) engaging with underrepresented patients in a more casual and less intimidating environment, such as through community health forums; (ii) conducting outreach with other physicians—such as medical interns and primary care providers—to promote early prostate cancer screening; (iii) allocating funding for clinical trial staff positions that are dedicated to educating minority patients on the benefits of clinical trial participation; and (iv) helping patients identify and use available financial assistance opportunities.\textsuperscript{264}

- Pfizer has provided monetary support to organizations providing advocacy, educational, and financial support for the prostate cancer patient community. For instance, the Foundation provided an Accelerating Health Equity grant to ZERO Prostate Cancer—a non-profit organization with a mission to end prostate cancer and to provide resources for those impacted by prostate cancer\textsuperscript{265}—to support an initiative providing prostate cancer awareness and education services to Black men in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. In addition, in May 2023 Pfizer Oncology sponsored a prostate cancer town hall with Prostate Health Education Network (“PHEN”) as part of PHEN’s Prostate Cancer Disparity Rally for New York City, New Jersey, and Philadelphia.\textsuperscript{266} The town hall brought together leaders from the church, government, industry, advocacy, and medical communities to discuss strategies for addressing the racial disparity amongst prostate cancer patients.\textsuperscript{267}
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**Recommendations**

- Consider creating additional opportunities for individuals working on health equity initiatives across the company to exchange ideas and information. For example, the Institute of Translational Equitable Medicine could provide a forum for quarterly meetings that bring together different parts of the organization to exchange information on ongoing health equity initiatives within Pfizer and partnerships with external organizations.

- Continue investing in efforts to track and study Pfizer's clinical trial data and expand Pfizer’s use of clinical trial sites in locations with large populations of underrepresented communities. Consider expanding work with community-based organizations to develop outreach plans to connect with and support recruitment of a diverse group of patients. Plans should be designed to support recruitment of patients from underrepresented groups, such as providing clinical trial information in a wide variety of languages spoken in the United States, including in immigrant communities, to avoid omitting a set of participants based on their difficulty understanding the available materials.

- Consider opportunities to strengthen and expand Pfizer’s support for organizations working to advance health equity, including by further engagement with Multicultural Health Equity Collective members and recipients of Accelerating Health Equity grants.

- Continue to evaluate opportunities to provide patients with affordable medicines and consider innovative approaches to support broader access to medicines.

- Consider expanding the use of temporary “growth gig” assignments as an opportunity to rotate personnel from different business units, including field positions, through assignments focused on DEI, including roles related to clinical trial diversity, the work of the Multicultural Health Equity Collective, or supplier diversity.

**VIII. Pillar 3: Transform Society Through External DEI Partnerships**

The third pillar of Pfizer’s DEI strategy centers on Pfizer’s civic engagement and efforts to increase opportunities for underrepresented suppliers to compete for contracting opportunities with the company. Pillar 3 initiatives include (i) identifying and engaging underrepresented suppliers and managing existing supplier relationships, and (ii) encouraging employees to engage with their communities and support philanthropic causes important to them through the work of the Pfizer Foundation (“the Foundation”). Pfizer has also taken steps to promote financial inclusion through its work with certain minority-owned financial institutions. As described below, Pfizer has made progress regarding each of these objectives.

**A. Expanding Opportunities for Underrepresented Suppliers**

In the early 2000s, Pfizer began working to provide business opportunities and opportunities for long-term relationships, mentorship, and development to suppliers from
underrepresented groups. Pfizer has noted that, “by having a strong supplier diversity program, Pfizer creates an opportunity for individuals to participate in microeconomies, macroeconomies, and the global economy, all while the company supports the actual extension of wealth from the sphere that exists here to other spheres that have historically been disenchanted.” A 2022 report published by the National Minority Supplier Development Council similarly concluded that increasing spend with minority-owned suppliers had a positive multiplier effect, creating additional income for lower-tier suppliers, employees, and driving sales in the communities where employees live and work. A 2022 McKinsey study concluded that doubling investments and spending with minority- and women-owned businesses could yield over $280 billion in extra income and create millions of jobs.

Pfizer’s supplier inclusion efforts aim to expand opportunities to a broad range of businesses, including those certified as a Minority Business Enterprise (“MBE”), Woman-owned Business Enterprise (“WBE”), Disabled-owned Business Enterprise, Service Disabled Veteran-Owned Business (“SDVBE”), Veteran Business Enterprise (“VBE”), Small Disadvantaged Business (“SDB”), HUB Zone Business (“HUB”), Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Business Enterprise (“LGBTBE”), and U.S. Federal Government-categorized Small Businesses. In 2020, Pfizer announced several aspirational goals related to advancing equity, including an aspirational goal of increasing the company’s spending with these businesses by 50% by the year 2025. The company accomplished this goal in 2022, increasing its spending with these suppliers by more than $200 million compared to 2021. Having accomplished the aspirational goal it set in 2020, Pfizer is continuing efforts to expand opportunities for underrepresented suppliers to do business with the company. While Pfizer expects its spending with these suppliers to continue increasing overall in the years to come, the company acknowledges that there are potential challenges to Pfizer’s ability to accomplish this objective in the near term, including an anticipated reduction in overall spending in 2024. Pfizer recognizes these potential obstacles and is working to develop strategies to overcome them. Notwithstanding variance in annual spending, Pfizer’s work to expand opportunities for underrepresented suppliers also includes efforts to help suppliers grow their businesses by pairing with larger companies, allowing for stewardship and support within Pfizer’s supplier network.
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Pfizer’s Supplier Diversity team, which sits within the company’s sourcing organization, oversees the company’s efforts to expand opportunities among underrepresented suppliers. The Supplier Diversity team also works with individual businesses to help grow their relationships with Pfizer. These efforts include providing guidance to suppliers to help them become better business partners to Pfizer; connecting suppliers with procurement teams within Pfizer; and working with purchasing teams within Pfizer to help them identify potential suppliers and evaluate their capabilities. The Supplier Diversity team also collects data about the businesses Pfizer works with, including spending with small businesses generally as well as spending with underrepresented suppliers. Pfizer publicly reports aggregated information on its diverse supplier spend.274

Pfizer also engages in networking and mentorship to support minority business partners.275 The company participates in membership organizations and trade events that promote opportunities to connect buyers with underrepresented suppliers.276 Part of Pfizer’s approach also includes a formal mentoring program in which Pfizer, through relationships with third parties, adopts a mentee for a set period of time. Pfizer has also participated in external mentorship programs, in which Pfizer works with the mentee organization to establish business goals, meet with other subject matter experts, and provide specialized support for the mentee to meet their goals. Mentees have been awarded business in and outside of the Pfizer enterprise.

B. Promoting Financial Inclusion

Pfizer has taken several steps to promote financial inclusion in recent years.277 In 2023, for example, Pfizer included a number of Minority- and Women-Owned Business Enterprise (“MWBE”) underwriters in the group of financial institutions that supported a $31 billion bond underwriting to help finance Pfizer’s acquisition of Seagen. At the time, this was the fourth largest bond offering in U.S. history.278 Consistent with its broader approach to the company’s Pillar 3 objectives, Pfizer anticipated that participating in this transaction would facilitate the continued growth of these firms and enable them to leverage their participation in the Seagen transaction to compete for other large bond offerings.

In addition, Pfizer has taken steps to support MWBE investment managers. Pfizer recently participated in a funding round for Wellington Access Ventures—known as WAV—
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277 Although these efforts were not included in Pillar 3 when it was developed, Covington learned about them during the assessment.

which is an investment management firm that aims to promote inclusion of underrepresented founders.279

C. Philanthropy and Volunteerism

Pfizer’s Pillar 3 commitment also includes the Foundation’s Give Forward program, which encourages employees to donate money, volunteer hours, and provide expertise to charitable organizations. Give Forward encourages Pfizer employees to “identify, connect with, and amplify” their own individual impact to support “causes they find most meaningful” and provides support through online tools, programming, and incentives.280 The Give Forward program is organized into three categories: (i) Give Time; (ii) Give Money; and (iii) Give Expertise.281

Give Time. The Foundation encourages employees in the United States to volunteer their own time, as individuals or in teams, with eligible 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organizations of their choosing.282 Through the Community Volunteer Rewards Program, the Pfizer Foundation matches volunteer service at $20 per hour up to $1,000 in matching rewards per Pfizer employee per year for hours volunteered with eligible organizations. The $20 “rewards” can then be given to other organizations, not just the organization the employee volunteered their time with. In 2023, over 5,000 employees collectively volunteered over 60,000 hours as part of this program.

Give Money. The Foundation also matches donations by regular full- and part-time U.S. and Puerto Rico-based employees to eligible 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organizations up to $5,000 per year per employee.283 In addition to the donation-matching program, the Foundation will often respond to humanitarian disasters by identifying organizations for which it will provide a dollar-for-dollar match for all global employee contributions.284 The company also has periodic campaigns and events over the course of the year to encourage philanthropic giving. For example, the Colleague Engagement Team reached out to the Global Back Community ECRG in February 2023 to seek recommendations for organizations to highlight for employee giving. These periodic campaigns are subject to the $5,000 annual maximum match. In 2023, employees generated over $18.7 million dollars in donations through the Give Forward initiative.

Give Expertise. This initiative allows Pfizer employees to share their skills and expertise, in-person or virtually, with nonprofit organizations that help advance health and wellbeing in underserved communities.285 For example, the Global Health Fellows program places Pfizer employees on skills-sharing assignments with key partner organizations to help
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strengthen and support local health systems.\textsuperscript{286} While this program primarily has a global focus, Global Health Fellows has begun offering support to The Foundation’s Accelerating Health Equity Grant recipients. In 2023, over 11,000 employees in the United States and Puerto Rico participated in one or more Give Forward opportunities. In 2023, employees collectively helped over 9,700 causes.

\section*{Recommendations}

- Consider setting supplier diversity sub-goals for spend with Minority Business Enterprises, in addition to the overall goals around spend with diverse suppliers.

- Engage business leaders to set objectives for supplier spending, including with diverse suppliers, for each business or functional unit based on historical trends, current results, upcoming business plans, new contract availability, and feedback for what is needed to win specific upcoming contracts.

- Continue to invest in technological solutions to enhance the collection and analysis of diverse supplier engagement to promote equitable spending. Once technology is in place, consider establishing clear metrics for objectives and interim benchmarks to assess progress against the goals of the Supplier Diversity Program.

- Continue to work with ECRGs to identify volunteer opportunities for grantees to expand Pfizer’s positive impact on charitable organizations that impact minority communities.